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Art auction benefits G:
Proceeds from A lum ni Heritage Scholarship
Endowment Fund to benefit children o f alumni
By Michelle Disler
Staff Writer

Park West Gallery of Southfield
Michigan provided the art, and gallery rep
resentative Jim Brenz conducted the auc
tion, adding touches of humor at slow sell
ing times.
Brenz asked prospective buyers how
many had heard of certain artists and, to the
suprise of a few, proceeded to count all the
raised hands as potential bids.
“I’m just kidding,” Brenz joked. “You
can all relax.”
GVSU alums Glen and Deb Babcock
had never been to an art auction before but
came in support of GVSU, searching foi
some art to put in their new home.
“I don’t think we would’ve come to
just any auction,” said Deb Babcock, 1980
graduate from GVSU’s School of Nursing.
“Being a GVSU auction had a pull on our
coming,” she added.
Ed Beagle, a 1976 GVSU graduate,
and his wife Teresa, a 1975 graduate, faith
fully attend the alumni art auctions.
“We haven’t missed one yet,” said Ed

Imagine the likes of Dali, Miro
Picasso, Rembrandt and Renoir gathered to
raise money for GVSU scholarships. Works
from these and other famed artisans across
the globe were sold at the sixth Benefit
Auction of Fine Art in support of GVSU
scholarship programs March 18 and 19 at
the Eberhard Center.
This year’s proceeds will go to the
Alumni Heritage Scholarship Endowment
Fund.
Sponsored by The Alumni Association
of Grand Valley, the event also provided a
GVSU students participate in the art auction at the Eberhard Center. Photo by Debbie Rinehart.
chance for alumni who might not ordinarily
meet to do so, said alumna volunteer
1994 auction, said the auction provides a set designer of popular TV programs
Francie Brown.
combination of elegance and education, as General Hospital and the Blues Brothers,
Brown, a 1979 GVSU graduate, said
well as a chance to collect some great Russian-born Anatole Krasnyansky, as well
the auction is distinguished because it is
works of art.
as Harold Altman, reputed by Brenz to be
more of a cultural event that seldom occurs.
“Because of the art auctions, we’ve one of the top five picks of the evening.
“It brings people together that might
learned a lot about artists and styles,”
An etching by French artist Pierrenot ordinarily attend alumni functions,”
Auguste Renoir sold for $300, while bid
Brown said.
ding for a watercolor by Spanish artist
Mary Neal, member of the Art Auction
P a s t a u c tio n s h a v e r a is e d o v e r $ 3 0 ,0 0 0 to b e n e fit th e
Salvador Dali appraised at $1250 started at
Committee, said the auction is a great
$425. Prices ranged from $80 up to $1500,
A lu m n i E n d o w e d S c h o la rsh ip F und, th e W ater
selling for well below retail value, Brenz
chance to view some fine art and support
GVSU.
R e so u rc e s In stitu te, the H isp a n ic E n d o w m e n t F u n d a n d said.
“It’s a fun event even if you don’t buy
GVSU Senior Janeen Townsend was
the U n iv e rsity L ib r a ry E n d o w m en t. O v e r 1 0 0 p e o p le
among volunteers who brought paintings
anything,” Neal said.
up to the auction block for bidding.
Doug Crim, president of the Alumni
a tte n d e d , w ith g ro ss s a le s in e x c e ss o f $ 1 7 ,0 0 0 .
“I like to look at the art and wish I had
Advisory Board, welcomed everyone to the
the
money
to get it,” Townsend said.
event, thanked student volunteers for their
Past
auctions
have raised over $30,000
Teresa said.
work in moving paintings and recognized Beagle.
Additional featured artists included the
Teresa Beagle, chairperson for the
the efforts of GVSU staff and alumni.
Please see ART, page 4

C areersO nL ine
offers h elp in
fin d in g a job
By Daniel Carpenter
Staff Writer

Learning of job postings will be as
easy as picking up a phone, thanks to
CareersOnLine, a new electronic job refer
ral program presented by the GVSU
Career Services Office.
CareersOnLine is a package of two
existing systems. Resume Expert Plus
(RE+) and Total Scheduling System
(TSS).
Packages are available for $20 at the
Cashier’s Office in the Student Services
Building. Present your receipt at the
Career Services Of fice on the second floor
to receive the RE+ software.
Return the completed RE+ disk to
Career
Services
to
activate
CareersOnLine. Once uploaded, the disk is
returned to the student for future use.
Please see CAREERS, p. 2

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
W arm w eather brings out the creativity in some...
Junior Josh Timmer writes down his poem "Two Accidents" on the sidewalk outside o f Lake Superior Hall last Monday while enjoying
the unusually high temperatures. Photo by Dan Irving.
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in the works.
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African masks
on display in
Zumberge,
p. 14

Stride for Pride raises money for Easter Seals

C am pus C alendar
Arts and
Entertainment
3/23-Ethnic Festival,
Kirkhof Center,
Promenade Deck,
10 a.m.
3/23-Out of Africa-Musical
band made up of per
formers from various
parts of Africa, the
Carribbean and the
United States,
Promenade at 7 p.m.
3/24-North American
Premiere of Michael
Nyman’s “Miserae,”
Cook-DeWitt at 12 p.m.
3/2,7-Michael Eisenstadt,
military affairs fellow at
the Washington Institute
for Near East Policy,
presents “Middle East:
Lasting Steps to Peace?”
3/27-Auditions for the
Apollo, Cook-DeWitt.
3/29-Auditions for the
Apollo, Kleiner
Commons B.
3/29-Film:“CIerks,”
Mainsail at 9 p.m.
3/30-Auditions for the
Apollo, Cook-DeWitt.
3/31-Musical performance of
Dracula, Calder Fine
Arts Center, Louis
Armstrong Theater at 8
p.m.
3/31-Film:“Clerks,”
Mainsail at 7 p.m.

Campus Life
3/23-Ethnic Festival,
Kirkhof Center,
Promenade at 10 a.m.
3/23-Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting,
Kleiner B at 7:30 p.m.
3/27-Kids’ Time, Kirkhof
Center,Volunteer Center
at 3 p.m.
3/28-His House Christian

could learn more about how the
trip down there was for others.”
Forms for collecting pledges
can be picked up at the Student
Organization Volunteer Center in
the Kirkhof Center. Pledge forms
and money are due April 5 in the
Student Organization Volunteer
Center. Pledges should be collect
ed on a flat rate, not on a per-mile
basis.
The sponsors ask that you get
the money when it is pledged. If
you raise more than $15 dollars
you receive a free T-shirt.
For more information, con
tact Brian Trembly, Annette
Stehle or Julia Reynaert at 8952363.

at 11:45 a.m.
Jennifer Shultz, a physical
therapy graduate student, helped
coordinate the event, which meant
finding sponsors and transporta
tion and recruiting people.
Once you complete the walk,
transportation is provided from
the Eberhard Center back to
Allendale. There will also be a
free cookout afterward.
“The last few miles are a real
struggle, but the pride and sense
of accomplishment you feel in
completing the walk is well worth
it,” Shultz said.
Sophomore Misty Machino,
who walked last year, said,
“During the bus ride back, you

By Jenny Caudill
Staff Writer

Project ABLE, O.A.D.S., the
Pre-Physical Therapy Club and
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity will
sponsor the third annual “Stride
for Pride” April 8.
Stride for Pride is a 12-and-ahalf mile walk from the Kirkhof
Center to the Eberhard Center in
Grand Rapids to raise money for
the West Michigan Easter Seals.
Last year ‘Stride for Pride’ raised
$ 1, 100, and this year’s goal is
$2,000. The walk will begin from
the Kirkhof Center lobby at noon,
but walkers will need to be there
CAREERS, from p. 1 ------------Once registered, students compatible computer.
that office will send a recorded
will have access to CareersIn addition to receiving the message to anyone registered
OnLine for nine months after software, students purchasing the with CareersOnLine that is eligi
graduation to assist with job hunt package will be eligible for ble for the job.
ing. Lange did stress, however, numerous other services. These
Automatic resume referral to
that the RE+ package can be pur include access to a 24-hour touch- employers is another benefit of
chased at any time to help under tone telephone job line, where the CareersOnLine package.
classmen produce a resume.
students can call about job oppor
Carol I Catlett, an elementary
GVSU is one of only five tunities in their field.
education major who graduated
schools in the country that offers
last fall, is taking full advantage
Once registered, stu
this combination, according to
of the new system.
dents will have access
Ginger Lange, associate director
“It certainly simplifies mak
of Career Services.
ing out your resume,” Catlett said.
to CareersOnLine for
Students who purchase a
feel this is going to be very
nine months after grad “I
RE+ package will receive soft
valuable and hopefully fruitful.”
uation to assist with
ware which helps in composing a
The job hotline won’t be
strong resume. Lange said the
fully
operational until mid-April,
job hunting.
software is easy to use.
Lange said. In the meantime,
“You don’t have to be a com
Another exciting feature is a three seminars on RE+ will be
puter guru to use it,” Lange said, reverse hotline. When job oppor offered this semester.
and added that the software is tunities come into the Career
Call Career Services at 895designed to work on any IBM Services Office, someone from 3311 for more information.

Fellowship Meeting,
Kleiner B at 7 p.m.
3/30-Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting,
Kleiner B at 7:30 p.m.

Sports
3/24-Entries due for
Badminton Tourney at
Fieldhouse by 5 p.m.
3/25-GVSU’s Men’s Tennis
vs. Alma at 11 a.m.
3/29-GVSU Softball vs.
Concordia at 3:30 pm.
3/30-Football Lift-A-Thon,
West Court Arena 6 9:30 p.m.

International
Awareness
Week
*
Events
.

3/22-International Movie at
Johnson Living Center,
8-9 p.m.
3/23-Ethnics Festival, by the
Student Life Office.
-World Beat at WCKS:
Cable Channel 7:
Japanese and Trial, 12-1
p.m.
-Internet International:
Explore the world thru
Internet, 2-3 p.m. at the
Manitou Computer
Lab Room 212.
-International Movie at
Kleiner, 5-6 p.m.
3/24-World Beat at WCKS:
Cable Channel 7: Irish
Music, 12-lp.m.
-Luncheon: International
Buffet for the
Presenters, 12-1 p.m.
-Internet International:
Explore the world thru
Internet, 2-3pm at the
Manitou Computer
Lab room 212.
-International Movie at
Kleiner Dining Hall, 5-6
p.m.

Peppinos Stromboli Special1Peppino's
2 items for $2;50,:
!Pizza LA
^

located between
Softwood and Crystal
IJ Id sh in Allendale
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Police Beat
Collected By Jim Class
3/13/953/19/95
Criminal Sexual Conduct
Robbery
Assault
Larceny
Warrant Arrest
Malicious Destruction of Property
Traffic Accidents
OUIL/DWI
M.I.P./Furnishing Alcohol to Minors
Hit and Run
Driving while License
Suspended/Restricted
Medical Emergencies

6
11

Total Offenses/Situations Handled

24

0
0
2
13
6
3
3
0
0
3

Year
to date
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V a n A n d el M u seu m

6 :0 0 PM - 7 :3 0 PM:
*M: Cocktail
Cocktail Hour
Hour

| 7 :3 0 PM - 8 :3 0 PM: Dinner
M: Dinner

9 :0 0 PM - 1:00 AM:
Dance
Al: D
ance (Free)
(Free)

3/16/95-Weapons Offense, Lake Superior Hall-sidewalk. I j
Reporting Officers referenced a suspect walking with a chrome col- I H
ored hand gun, but Officers determined the suspect was carrying a 1
chrome staple gun. Case Closed.
■

m

D o w n to w n , G ra n d R a p id s

Tickets: $21 per perso n for Dinner
Available at the S tudent Life Office
For m ore information call 8 9 5 - 2 3 3 3

P l u s , I R I . I . I . i m o H i d e s , !M<i<ji< i , i n .
C aricatu rist, Exhibits a n d C a r o u s e l R id es

I llliUeU lie tile S tudent I jfe I ee
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Telecourses to expand in
Muskegon and Traverse City
By Daniel Carpenter
Staff Writer

Students
living
in
Muskegon will be able to take
more Grand Valley courses this
fall without making the 45minute drive to campus. The
technology that makes this pos
sible is interactive video.
Interactive video will be
expanded this fall to help teach
about 20 graduate and under
graduate courses in Muskegon

Burnam said, it will be able to
be linked among multiple sites.
Interactive video equipment
is being installed in Henry Hall
on the Allendale campus, and
criminal justice courses will be
taught simultaneously from the
Eberhard Center to Allendale
and Muskegon next winter.
Other departments which
have interactive courses include
business administration, hospi
tality and tourism, sociology,
nursing, behavioral science,
masters of nursing, education

The proposed schematic of the new Grand Valley Child Care Center. Photo by Dan Irving.

New child care center in the works
said Phyllis Rossiter Forbes,
assistant vice president for
Planning, Facilities and Services.
Forbes said that when this
issue came up, they also consid
ered putting the child care center
Weather permitting, work on near the Kleiner Commons, but
another GVSU construction pro decided that it would create too
ject will begin this April. But this much traffic.
one won’t be lodging classrooms
This plan, in which the center
or students.
has a one-way drive from Campus
The project, a new child care West Drive to Lot G, cuts down
center, should be completed in on the amount of increasing traf
early fall. The new child care cen fic, she added.
GVSU
architect
Greg
ter will be built on Campus West
Drive behind Lot G and set off by Houghtaling would like to see the
private drives. The center will center constructed by Fall ‘95,
have large open rooms for educa but, he said, that depends on how
tional activities, an art room, a much it rains.
“This sight is nothing but
conference room and larger bath
clay underneath the grass,” he
rooms.
The current child care center said.
In a worst case scenario
is licensed to accomodate 30
pupils, so when the architects where the ground stays muddy all
designed the new one, they got it summer, the center would be up
licensed for 42 pupils, with the by Winter ‘96, he added.
Two years ago, the Parent’s
ability to expand.
In order to expand, the child Resource Organization, a student
care center has to maximize the organization on campus, voiced
amount of square footage it has concern to the student senate
for children, or the Department of about the current child care facili
Social Services won’t license it. ty on Lake Michigan Drive.
The concern arose because of
They tried to build the center with
less hallway space to increase the center’s proximity to The
Meadows golf course and the
usable square footage.
condition
of the renovated home
This extra room can be used
that acts as the child care center.
to obtain a license for 64 pupils.
“The univeristy will be able The facility had to erect netting to
to increase the number of children protect children from golf balls.
“Enrollment is a little lower
without building a new structure,”
By Lisa Vander Ploeg
Staff Writer
and
James Class
News Editor

this year than in past year, and I
think that’s due to all the netting
and poles outside,” Mary Ann
Krause, the Children’s Center
director, said.
“Right now we’re accommo
dating everyone, but we know
we’re going to have a lot more
demand for the new building,”
she added.
Children ages 2-and-a-half to
6 can attend the center, and most
belong to GVSU students, faculty
or staff.
“Only about 8 to 10 percent
of the users are from the
(Allendale) community,” Dean of
Students Bart Merkle said.
The student senate and the
administration jointly assigned a
task force to deal with the child
care facilities. The task force rec
ommended a new child care cen
ter be built and that it be funded in
part by the facility fee.
All students pay the $5-percredit-hour facility fee, but the
first source of money will come
from the sale of the existing child
care center and other land along
Lake Michigan Drive.
Student senator Spencer
Miller served on the facilities task
force and thought the task force
planned the center well.
"There was student input on
it, and I feel really good about it.
We had a big need for a new
building," Miller said.

Room 314 of the Eberhard Center, where the class’s interactive telecourses are held. Photo By Dan Irving.
and Traverse City.
‘This is one of our more
exciting
new
initiatives,”
President Lubbers said at last
month’s Board of Control meet
ing.
Interactive video works via
satellite by linking classes
taught at the Eberhard Center
with
classrooms
at
the
Muskegon Center for Higher
Education and Northwestern
Michigan Community College
in Traverse City.
Students in each site can
hear and talk to the professor
and students at the other sites.
Mary Burnam, director of
Continuing Education, expects
this technology to be expanded
to Kalamazoo, Holland and
other sites.
“ At some point in the
future, we plan to expand along
the west coast of Michigan and
up to Petoskey," Burnam said.
“It’s a fun technology.”
Currently, interactive video
only goes from one point to
another. In Winter 1996,

and social work.
Grand Valley was one of the
first Michigan schools to intro
duce interactive video in Fall
1993. Most courses that year
were for masters of education
degrees.
In the ‘93-’94 school year,
450 students were enrolled in
interactive video courses in
Muskegon and Traverse City.
That number has increased to
950 in ‘94-’95, and it will
increase again next year.
Criminal justice professor
Chris Yared teaches an interac
tive class from the Eberhard
Center which is linked to stu
dents in Muskegon.
Yared said that in addition
to convenience, a benefit of
interactive TV is being able to
learn new technologies.
She also likes the way the
technology prepares students for
similar advances being used in
courts.
“It reflects what is going on
in the workplace," Yared said.

GV students and staff participate in National History Day
By Lisa Vander Ploeg
Staff Writer

Terry Vanderkooi, an educa
tion and social studies major, got
a chance to start evaluating stu
dents on Feb. 25 in the Kirkhof
Center.
Vanderkooi was one of the
judges who helped make the
National History Day regional
competition, for local students
enrolled in grades 6- 12, a success.
Twenty-two GVSU staff
members, graduating history
majors and area historians evalu
ated student research projects that

dealt with this year’s theme:
“Conflict and Compromise in
History.”
National History Day is
designed to encourage young stu
dents to explore historical sub
jects through historical papers,
media presentations and individ
ual and group projects.
Students from nine local mid
dle and high schools had to dis
play their projects and answer
judges’ questions about their pre
sentations.
Vanderkooi sees National
History Day as a way for students
to get a jump on study and
research skills needed later in life.

“To see these kids do this,
you know they’re getting ready

“To see these kids do
this, you know they’re
getting ready for a col
lege career... They will
already have the basic
research skills rooted in
them,
”

Terri Vanderkooi,
E lducation/Social S tu d ies
M a jo r
for a college career. When they’re
making presentations, getting

judged and already going to com
petitions, it can only help them in
a college classroom when you
have to do papers and presenta
tions on a greater scale. They will
already have the basic research
skills rooted in them,” Vanderkooi
said.
The teachers and parents of
History Day participants were as
excited about the competition as
the students.
“I’ve had students involved
with National History Day for 20
years,” said Jack Koeman, a
Holland Christian Middle School
teacher.
Koeman teaches social stud

ies to 160 seventh graders, who,
he said, have to do History Day
projects, papers or performance
media.
“We have our own in-school
competition where I bring in 20
judges. The judges select which
projects are the best in our school.
That’s who comes from our
school to the regional competi
tion,” Koeman said. “I have had a
number of parents who have said,
‘From here on out it doesn’t mat
ter what happens. My kid has had
a great experience studying,
learning and researching.’”

Herm an Miller reps talk about opportunity for disabled
By Stephanie Osborne
Staff Writer

Being disabled is no longer a
handicap in the work force.
On Feb. 27, representatives
from Herman Miller came to talk
to students about possible intern
ships with its company for people
with disablities.
OADS. the Organization for
the Advancement of DisabledStudents at GVSU. brought in
Eric Heiberg and Joy Shannon to
explain the benefits and opportu Herman M iller reps Eric Heiberg (left) and Joy Shannon talking to students
nities that disabled students can at Kleiner Commons about their policy to hire interns with disabilities.
Photo By Gretchen Prutzman
have in the workplace.

Heiberg, who has muscular dents to get experience in a cordystrophy, said, “All people have poration.
Herman Miller is a furniture
something to contribute because
all people have value and can manufacturer and employs more
contribute to the company’s suc than 25,000 employees, 20 per
cent of them disabled. The com
cess.”
The internships started last pany uses ideas from employees'
summer and are offered specifi comfort demands to design lium
lure for people with dixabliiiccally to disabled college students
OADS has been workr-.One of the students chosen
with the Computer Technolnc-.
last year was Tony Cook, presi
dent of OADS. Tony said that Department to tsolve lurnnurr
while working for Herman Miller needs for disabled students.
Meetings for OADS ate
he felt "part of a team-not just
every
other Monday at Kleiner A
another intern "
By working with interns, at 6 p.m.
Herman Miller hopes to provide
ART, from p. I -------------an opporutnity for disabled stuto
benefit
the Alumni
Endowed Scholarship Fund,
the Water Resources Institute,
To honor his peace work,
the Hispanic Endowment
GVSU will confer an honorary
Fund and the University
doctorate on Cardinal Puljic next
Library Endowment. Over 100
Wednesday at a special convoca
people attended, with gross
tion scheduled for 2 p.m.
sales in excess of $17,000. The
Puljic’s visit also coincides
amount that will go to GVSU’s
with a significant jubilee for
Alumni Association has yet to
GVSU—20 years of a fruitful
be determined, Neal said.
exchange program
between
GVSU and the University of
Sarajevo.
Puljic’s visit will be an
“exhaustive and exhausting” 11day tour, Soljan said.
He will arrive Tuesday, spend
Wednesday in the Grand Rapids
area, and then visit eight other
U.S. cities, including Washington
D C., where he is scheduled to
speak with American legislators.

GV to confer honorary doctorate to Sarajevian cardinal
After three years of the war,.
waged today just as savagely as
Campus Life Editor
ever, the American media has
seemingly forgotten Sarajevo—
With a photograph of again.
Sarajevo’s Catholic church hang
Cardinal Vinko Puljic, the
ing on the wall behind him, Dr. Archbishop of Sarajevo, Bosnia
Ivo Soljan, professor of English, and Herzegovina, has not forgot
told of the destruction occurring ten and will try to help us remem
all around it.
ber when he visits GVSU next
“Although the church has Wednesday.
been hit a few times, they really
Soljan also hopes that the
don’t dare bomb the church,” visit of a high dignatary from
Soljan explained. “It would lead Sarajevo will again focus atten
to a great world outcry.”
tion on ending the fighting.
And a world outcry is just
“Cardinal Vinko Puljic has
what those continuing the fighting been working patiently for peace
Cardinal Puljic
in Bosnia do not want, though war and cooperation from the first day
trust and the esteem of all Bosnian
there remains a daily reality.
of the war and has earned high denominations,” Soljan said.
By Shane P. Szalai

festival

Open to the public. Includes panel
discussions, musical performances, skits,
poetry, slide shows, and lectures.
March 29 at 9am: Mary Seeger
(Dean ol Academic Resources and Special
Program) "The Women's Climate Study:
Where Do Wc Go From Here?"
Watch for a complete schedule ol
events to be posted throughout campus prior
to the event.

great
scores
get a higher score

KAPLAN

Come to the Prelaw
meeting on Tuesday at 6pm
in the Kirkhof Center. Learn
about Law School
Admissions.

to

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST R
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National Honors Society to hold practice GRE
By Christopher S. Van Wyk
Staff Writer
GRE. It isn’t a “good reading
environment.” It isn’t the “Great
Russian Empire.”
It’s the
Graduate Record Examination
that most students planning to
attend graduate school are

required to take.
To help students prepare for
this test, Grand Valley’s chapter
of Psi Chi, the National Honors
Society in psychology, is holding
a ‘mock’ GRE April 1 from 8 a.m.
until noon.
The purpose of this test isn’t
to make fun of the GRE, but to
prepare for it. Senior Kelly

In Brief -----------------------------come from livestock production,
while one-fifth comes from golf
courses, nursery crops and lawns.
“My hope is that these fig
ures will encourage farmers to be
mindful of environmental impact
when they choose their pesti
cides,” Hester said.
The report can be used to
assess environmental risk, and
the WRI can use the information
to create maps of potential conta
mination with its Geographic
Information System.

H ere' s how the plans break down:
m

i

m

PLAN:

1

2
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■.'•"l'-"
Convocation:
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'
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v

3
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Fri before class

Fri before class

Monday off

Thanksgiving:

Monday off
M on& Tueoff
: 018Mi 2'bv'2>' WM'' V'i ' . ' S!MK w'
Thu & Fri off
Thu & Fri off
Wed-Frioff

Exams;

LAST WEEK: MONDAY'TIL SATURDAY

Reading Day:

NOT INCLUDED IN ANY PROPOSAL

e
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These proposals are currently being deliberated by the student senate. If you
have a problem with any of these proposals, you can call their office at 895-2333 or go to
their public meetings at 4:30 p.m. in the Portside Room of the Kirkhof Center.

S e n i o r s

Direct Hire
Temporary to Direct
Legal Adm inistrative
Technical Engineering
Production
Machine Operator
Word Processing

We have a $400 GMAC

rebateStoonp innew
vehicles.
or call today for details.
DeNooyer Chevrolet

«

608 East 8th St C 4 C O Q C O Q Q Q

WE HAVE ALL
THE
BEST PICTURES

: ..

y

:

Wed of 1st week

,, ,, ' f

attend Michigan colleges that
don’t increase tuition and fees
beyond the rate of inflation.
The cut was made possible
by a $297 million surplus, some
of which is going in to a “rainyday” fund.
You can call the Michigan
House of Representatives at
(517) 373-5792 for more infor
mation.

G r a d u a t i n g

Professor Thomas Herzog,
faculty advisor of Psi Chi, is
enthusiastic about the mock
GRE.
“I am 100 percent, four
square behind it,” he said.
For more information about
the mock GRE, contact Kelly
Bums at 895-9299.

The Executive Committee of the University Academic Senate looked at the three
following proposals to change the academic year and voted to accept the third. The pro
posal w ill now be sent to the Univeristy Academic Senate. The proposals try to eliminate
"orphan exams" and help Saturday classes.

labor Day:

Mich, legislature passes tax exem ption
“A college tuition credit of
$250 will be allowed for families
with incomes under $ 200,000,
and the personal exemption will
increase as much as $550 per
person per year,” said Curtis
Hertel, Rep D-Detroit, who is the
ranking member on the Tax
Policy Committee.
The credit can be used by
students (or parents thereof) who

concepts to prepare.”
The GRE is an aptitude test
published by the same company
that brought you the SAT. This
makes the GRE very similar to
the SAT. The test is used as an
objective measure o f your grades,
since grades depend on the insti
tution of higher learning you
attended.

Academic Year under Review

R eport show s pesticide use up
Report shows pesticide use
up for Kent and Ottawa counties.
Kent and Ottawa counties
use more pesticide than any of
the other 12 counties in the Grand
River Watershed, according to a
report from the Water Resources
Institute.
The Atlas o f Pesticide Usage
Trends and Environmental Risk
Potential in the Grand River
Watershed, written by research
assistant Matthew Hester, notes
that the majority of pesiticides

Burns, psychology major and co
president of Psi Chi, has already
taken the GRE for practice and
benefited from preparation.
“Through preparation for the
GRE a student can improve their
score greatly—even by 220
points,” she said. “It’s just like
preparing for any other exam;
you have to know the rules and
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Latest job of Susie Wrong.
When win she get a
c-lue to a real Job opportunity
with Manpower?
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when wffl he get a
clue to a real Job opportunity
with Manpower?

You C h oose.
Manpower has plenty of “rear Job opportunities this summer. Plus, for every
40 hours worked your ncme Is entered In a drawing lor weekly prizes like
CD players. CDs, boom boxes portable phones, movie passes restaurant
coupons, carwash coupons and more. You’ll also be entered In our
Grand Prize Drawing tor one of three $1X100 scholarships.

M
e d

Latest job of Ron Picker

a Jack

- HJWX. "WAVt

Hurry...over $6,000 wfl be given away this summer. The sooner you start
working for Manpower...the better your opportunity.
for Information on how to enter, please contact youi nearest Manpower office

Latest job of Jim Wright
Now he's got some real
opportunity with

(4arpower

0

MANPOWER
Allegan. Ml 616673,5457
BigRapids. Ml 616-796-165/
CadBoc, Ml 616-775 1226
Gaylord. Ml 517-732-48B4
Grand Hwen, Ml 616-846-2730
iron Mountain. Ml 906-779-28/8
Jenfcon. M 616-667-1300
ludngtonMI 616-845-0138

Morquetle, Ml 906 226-2211
Mount Reason#. Ml 517-773-1203
Muskegon. Ml 616-722-6961
Petoskey. Ml 616547-3971
rrcweoe City, Ml 616-947-1668
Iroveue City. Ml 6)6-9475840
Zeelond. Ml 616-748-2000
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William James Synoptic Lectures: a no miss opportunity
By Kathleen Beatty
Editor in chief

In the true spirit of liberal edu
cation, GVSU’s Liberal Education
Program and the
University
Lecture Series is
bringing British
scholar
Alan
James Ryan to
GVSU as this
Ryan

year’s William James Synoptic
Lecturer.
Ryan will be speaking next
week on Charles Murray’s “The
Bell Curve” as well as on multiculturalism and the politics of liber
al education.
Ryan, a fellow of the British
Academy and Professor of Politics
at Princeton University, will pre
sent a lecture titled “The Bell
Curve: The stupidity of IQ” on
March 27 at noon in the Cook-

DeWitt Auditorium, and another
titled “Pragmatism, Patriotism, and
American Identity” March 28 at 10
a.m. in the Kirkhof Center’s
Promenade Deck.
Ryan has authored numerous
books and articles on the issues of
politics, social thought and educa
tion. They all embody the synop
tic ideal, according to the series’
organizers, Rosalind Mayberry,
professor of English and director of
the Liberal Studies Program, and

It's Election Time!!!
All you potential legislators can get your first taste of politics and run
for election to the student senate.

As of March 24, you can pick up election packets at the Student Life
Office. After you get 50 signatures and fill out the forms, turn them in
before March 31 at 5 p.m. - then you can start campaigning.
* Official rules for campaigning can be found in the packets, so start
making those flyers and writing those speeches.

E l e c t io n D a t e s :
Election Packets Available
Election Packets Due
Campaigning
Elections

Mar. 24
Mar. 31
Mar. 31- Apr. 7
Apr. 4-6

Dr. William Baum, professor of
political science.
They said that Ryan has been
active in the national debate over
education and “The Bell Curve IQ”
issue in particular.
In a review of “The Bell
Curve” for The New York Review o f
Books, Ryan calls the book “the
spectacle of two “practical-minded
men firmly in the grip of irrational
passion."
“The politics of the ‘Bell
Curve’ are at best slightly mad and
at worst plain ugly,” Ryan wrote.
Noted Mayberry of the lec
tures: “It’s a place where the issues
of education and the values of soci-

In Brief
Palestine teach-in to be held in GR
Professor Nabeel Abraham,
from Henry Ford Community
College, is coming to Grand
Rapids to speak about “Palestine:
Since the Handshake.”
Abraham will be joined by
Palestinian students on April 1
from 1-4 p.m., when he speaks at
Yankee Clipper Library, 2025
Leonard St. N.E., Grand Rapids.
The history department at
Grand Valley is sponsoring the
event with Middle East Education

If you can create a half-hour
movie with local scenes by April
1, contact Barbara Roos in the
communications department.
Roos is going to produce the
winning script in the Advanced

Open a tab at a diner.
Belgian waffles and cheese fries w ith gravy
are delicious, regardless o f the hour.

Visit a local court of law.
Plenty o f seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.

Be the gym night janitor.
W o rk out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns o r the erg.

*

Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace o f mind, operators are on
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Project and the Institute for
Global Education, which can be
reached at 454-1642.
Tickets are $5 for registration
before Mar. 29 ($3 for students
and low-income) of $6 at the door
($3.50 for students and low
income).
For more information or to
register for the teach-in, contact
Professor James Goode in 211
AuSable at 895-3184.

Public needed to make movies

HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.

*

plogy, culture and politics would
come together.” Ryan demon
strates the importance of a liberal
education, she added.
The William James Synoptic
Lectures began in 1971 for the pur
pose of assisting students in “see
ing the whole together” and “taking
a comprehensive view,” expres
sions coined by Plato in his
‘Republic’ to describe a way of see
ing and knowing that is necessary
to the healthy society; a way of see
ing we are often in danger of losing
in a world of narrow specializa
tion,” Baum wrote of their history.
The lectures are open and free
to the public.

Film-Makers Workshop, and she
plans to show the movie in local
theaters in the summer.
You can call Roos at 8953668.
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d it o r ia l
G uest Editorial

Our View:
Use The Lantkorn

Connecting with Grand Valley

to debate the issues

If you haven't noticed, this week's Lanthorn is filled with letters
concerning the debate between some of Grand Valley's student
Christian groups and those who support the Harpoon's intent to
parody the most prominent religious belief of Western thought.
The whole problem lay in the January issue of the Harpoon,
which was about "organized and disorganized" religion, yet focused
primarily on Christian doctrine.
The Lanthorn supports the Harpoon's right to print this, but only
inasmuch as we support the right of concerned groups to respond, such
as the Christian student organizations who wrote us the letter on p.7.
Religion can be a divisive issue on a public campus such as ours,
due to the fact that people come here from all walks of life.
Therefore, we appreciate the fact that so many readers have taken
the time to contribute their views to The Lanthorn's editorial pages.
Debating issues in a neutral public forum such as our editorial and
opinion pages is a healthy way to handle sticky issues such as
religion, politics, and social concerns.
This publication hopes that passion does not blind these two
groups, but that they continue to express their differences in the spirit
of the First Amendment. Such action would speak to the freedoms that
every free citizen must hold dear.

Note from the editor:
Next week our staff is planning a very special issue of The
Lanthorn. Foj the first time in this publication's history, full color
photos will be used on its front page and the number of pages expanded
to 24. This is not only a costly move, but a significant one in the
history of this publication. We feel this is just one more step in our
mission to serve our readers on campus.
In addition, this year's staff is doing something special on the
inside four pages - we are bringing back THE LANTOON, an old
Lanthorn tradition, for some April Fool's Day laughs.

Because said so...

s

11

,

,

M ichelle

D islerj

Let's go outside and play...
It’s about that time of year
again. Faced with the perspective
of brighter skies, chirping birds
and budding leaves, hope springs
anew, and the potential for love
and happiness reigns supreme.
Spring
is
around
the
c or ne r .
Nothing
is
impossible.
E x c e p t
school.
______
Before I ’m
D isler
casually mis
taken for a politically incorrect
fellow staff person (1 won’t men
tion any names), let’s get one
thing straight. I’m as much for a
good education as the next per
son, but we all have our limits.
On a beautiful spring day
when it’s 60+ degrees and a
balmy lake-effect breeze is blow
ing, I’d much rather play outside
than go to class.
Lest I count my eggs before
they hatch, soon even the days in
Allendull should jj/ consistently

1994-95

Editor in ch ief:

sunny and warm, carrying the per
fume of cow dung from nearby
farms and rippling the scum on
the water of Zumberge pond.
We’ll all want to partake in
the rejuvenation of Spring.
Is that so wrong?
Anyone who has ever been
young once will know what I
mean. Maybe that explains pro
fessors who politely refrain from
conducting class outside on a nice
day, but that’s another column__
So I’ve decided that life’s too
short to spend every damn hour in
class, and I’m going outside to
play.
The question is “what” and
“where?”
Most of us need relatively lit
tle time to consider this, but for
the benefit of those new to the
scenario of, dare I say, “skipping
class,” just play along.
The way I see it, of all the
available options, one of life’s
simple pleasures is the swings at
Grand Haven State Park.
Please see BECAUSE, p. 8
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The views expressed in The Lanthorn
are not necessanly those of our staff or of
GVSU
We welcome letters from readers on
subjects of interest to the community
Letters to the editor must not exceed 400
words, should be typed, double spaced,
signed, and include the phone number of
the author.
All letters become Lanthorn property,
and we reserve the right to edit for
length, content or style, and cannot guar
antee publication.
Letters may be dropped off in the our
office in the basement of the Kirlthof
Center o r mailed to: Lanthorn Editor, I
Campus Dr., Allendale, Ml 49401.
The Lanthorn is published weekly and
is funded in part by GV SU 's student life
fee.

With Cindy Walter, Counselor
Educational Support Program

How many times have you
learned about a service or
resource Grand Valley offers and
thought, “I wish I had known that
my first semester here?”
Besides a liberal arts and pro
fessional education, Grand Valley
offers several services to you. The
mystery many times is knowing
about and accessing those ser
vices. As my boss recently
phrased it, “students need to learn
to be consumers of their own edu
cation.” In other words, you need
to be aware of all the resources
and opportunities you have avail
able to you as a student, and
there’s a skill to being a better
consumer.
I believe that skill is the same
one we hear about in relation to
getting a job or starting the career
you want. Yes, I’m going to say it:
“networking.” What if you
applied networking skills to create
a better college experience? What
if you purposefully made connec
tions in key areas of campus so
your college career better met
your needs? In addition to net
working, you also need to be
assertive, and this article will pro
vide tips in both of these areas.
The list of people with whom
you can connect is endless. To get
you started I’ll describe a few.
First, your professors and
faculty advisor should know you
by name. Make a point of meeting
with each of them once a semester
to discuss your goals for their

class and/or your greater academ
ic goals.
Second, other students that
you meet (i.e. in classes, student
organizations) can be a source of
useful information in regard to
opportunities. Find out what other
students are involved with, class
es they’ve enjoyed and creative
ways they’ve dealt with problems.

You n e e d to be
a w a re o f a ll the
resou rces a n d
o p p o rtu n ities you
h ave a v a ila b le to
yo u a s a student.
Third, working on campus
can give you a greater knowledge
of campus happenings and
resources. Be sure to get to know
the staff in the office where you
work. Campus employees are
great referral sources when you
are in need of information or help
with a problem.
Fourth, Grand Valley has
offices such as the one I work in,
Educational Support Program
(ESP). ESP helps eligible students
stay in college and graduate by
providing academic advising,
study instruction, extra tutoring,
career assistance and peer men
tors.
ESP is located in the
Academic Resource Center,
which also offers other support
programs, general academic
advising and tutoring.
Great ways to make connec
tions:
* If you don’t know, ASK!

And don’t stop asking until you
find an answer.
* Realize your right to ask
questions and seek out services.
You are paying money to attend
school and have the right to make
it the best experience possible.
* Talk with other students,
faculty and staff about your goals
and ask for their ideas on ways
GVSU can support those goals
with services and opportunities.
* Show your appreciation to
those who help you on campus
and find out their names. Ask for
them or just say hello to them
each time you use their service.
* Acknowledge other peo
ple’s situations before you make
your request—”1 understand this
policy is in place to prevent abus
es, but I have an unusual circum
stance....”
♦When presenting a problem
to your professor or a university
office, also present your ideas for
a possible solution.
* If you are not satisfied, ask
to speak to the person with the
power to make exceptions or find
out if there is an appeal process.
* Always keep records of
everything— withdrawal slips,
financial aid paperwork, advising
information, class projects, lead
ership involvement, etc.
Making connections on cam
pus is key to your success at
Grand Valley. Students who
develop relationships with faculty
and university staff tend to stay in
college and graduate more often
than those who don’t. So begin
networking today—you’ll be well
practiced for when you graduate!

P erso n on the S t r e e t -------------------------------------------

What do you think ofEngler's plan to cut tuition waivers
for Native American students?
Shawntina
McNairy,
junior
Public
Adm in.
“It’s wrong because
body deserves a chance
ahead in life.”

Tim Haisma,
senior
C om puter
Science
“I don't think they should be
cut because tney’re an important
incentive to continue education.”

A rm etrus |
Carter,
junior I
English
Education

Julie Warner,
sophom ore
M ath
"I think that waivers should
be based on scholarship, not eth
nicity."

M arlene
Stock,
freshm an
U ndecided

V *£;

I

“I think it would discourage
Native Americans in their schooling
because they're a big incentive.”

“I don’t think that it's right
because they made an agreement, and
they’re going back on their word.”

Jamil
Rizgalla,
junior
Chem istry
“I feel that they should pay
partial tuition because we can't
repay them for what we did."

Letters to the Editor —

—
Harpoon defends right to criticize

Harpoon may have gone too fa r with religion issue
Editor,
We have a great privilege liv
ing in a country where we are
given the liberty to choose, speak
and practice what we believe;
where individuality is respected
and rightful differences are
defended.
While we all know prejudice
and discrimination have not been
eliminated, we do have laws to
protect us from certain kinds of
discrimination. We are also grate
ful to have a college community
which reflects this attitude. We
strive to appreciate and respect
the diversity of student groups
and individuals on campus.
This is why we were very
concerned with a recent issue of
The Harpoon in which a satire on
religion became a slash on the
Church,
God,
the
Bible,
Christians and their beliefs.
Freedom of speech and expres
sion were exercised by the writers
with great liberality and little
responsibility. The writers of The
Harpoon did not take their com
ments seriously, but we are con

cerned about the student who did
take seriously this misrepresenta
tion o f the Christian faith.
Christians were stereotyped
in a way that does not at all
describe most people who call
themselves Christians.
It is
always dangerous when a group is
stereotyped and misrepresented.
What if in the future, The
Harpoon singles out other groups
to stereotype and mock - such as
Muslims, African-Americans or
homosexuals? Do we want this
kind of disrespect for ourselves as
the students on campus - where
unique individuals are stereotyped
and ridiculed because of the group
they belong to?
The fact that something is
written as satire or comedy does
not eliminate responsibility. It
can still influence people’s per
ceptions.
The Nazis were well aware of
this. To stir up Jew-hatred they
circulated and published many
cartoons depicting the stereotypi
cal “dirty Jew." We all know the
final result of the prejudice these
cartoons helped to stir up.

One thing Christians do
believe in, and the Bible does
teach, is that every person be
treated with dignity and respect
no matter who they are or how
they live. Isn’t this an attitude we
want to maintain on this campus?
The Bible tells us that Jesus
Christ did not come to condemn
people but to give them etema
life. Jesus died on the cross so
people would not be condemned
but through him could be forgiven
and given new life.
If you have further con
cerns or questions about com
ments made in The Harpoon or
about what the Bible really teach
es about God and His love for
each of us, you are welcome to
contact or come to a regular meet
ing of any of the following student
organizations here on campus.
Respectfully submitted,
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship,
His House Christian Fellowship,
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship,
Soldiers for Christ

Throwing up hands (and lunch) in frustration
Dearest Lanthorn,

Let me explain my position.
Over the past academic year, ‘94Due to recent events, com '95, The Harpoon has published
ments and rumors revolving several references to hamsters
around the issue o f religion, engaged in unclean and unnatural
specifically the controversial, acts. Being a hamster enthusiast
mostly insipid Harpoon religion and at one time owner of the
issue, I felt 1 should come for largest Habitrail™ collection in
ward. As a citizen and a believer Western Michigan, I am livid!
in God. I too am as mortified as
While I served as president,
my brothers in arms, the C.C.C. or my own members hid behind the
Campus Christian Corps.
first amendment, as was the habit
By the way, I’m more than in those times, even threatening
happy to offer the above acronym ME with a lawsuit. Meanwhile,
at no charge to the Christian right they continued to trash my furry
as my show of support for the bat friends.
tle they are undertaking. Now I
Throwing up my hands and
can honestly say I have kindred lunch in frustration, I ceased
spirits on this campus who feel going to creative meetings and
pain at the hands of The Harpoon. instead turned to the weighty mat
The damage done to the collective ter of managing The Harpoon
soul of this institution and com finances. While I have only read
munity by these “humor” thugs one article (my own) of one issue
runs deep.
this academic year, I have been

Camp

assured by my fellow hamster
lovers in high places in the admin
istration that the bashing contin
ues unabated. After being forced
to resign by refusing to jump on
the bestiality bandwagon, I am
bitter, I am old and my back hurts.
This is why I applaud the
Christian groups for the opposi
tion to this non-funded giant.
What gives The Harpoon the right
to mock or criticize anyone or
engage in phony rhetoric for the
purposes of oppressing Greeks,
construction workers, student sen
ators, Christians or hamster
lovers?
While the C.C.C. did stand
mute in the past while the Greeks,
senate and hamsters suffered, I am
fully aware that they were busy
fighting evil on all sides here on
campus and in Allendale, and
Please see HARPOON, p. 9

Needed

for innovative non-profit special education camp
serving children with speech and language impairments, learning disabilities, and
mental impairments. Excellent learning experience and/or summer job for practicing
teacher or college student training to work in education, recreation, social work, speech
therapy, p sy c h o lo g y , and other
people oriented careers. Strong staff
training component. Campgroung
located near beautiful Balwin Lake
in Greenville, M ichigan. July 1 to
August 5, 1995. Room and Board
included. Salary; $85 to $135 a
week, depending upon training and
experience. Additional $10 a week for WS1. Minimum 18 years of age and a high school
diploma, some college preferred.

GVSU Students, Faculty, and
Loyal Followers:
Recently it has come to the
attention o f The Harpoon officers
that certain allegations are being
bantered. around by various
Christian organizations on our
campus. Usually we take reac
tions to each issue with a grain of
salt, but the very nature o f these
complaints, and the fact that a
coalition
o f Student
Life
Organizations are asking for inter
vention on behalf of the adminis
tration, leads us to the inevitable
fact that we must defend our
selves.
We, The Harpoon, are thank
ful for the privilege of choice over
our beliefs, practices and speech.
The Harpoon has always been a
champion of individuality and all
individual differences. We also
strive to appreciate and respect the
diversity of all Student Life
Organizations and the GVSU
individual. And although we feel
that our campus is, at times, not as
open as it should be to different
ideas, we are constantly striving to
ensure that an environment of lib
eral thought always pervades our
community.
It is because of this openness
that we are compelled to offer our
view on the recent protests being
leveled against us.
The main complaint we have
heard is that the so-called “reli
gion" issue of The Harpoon
(Volume 2, Issue 3, to be exact)
was a blatant attack against
Christians and their beliefs. In
other words, we were consciously
ignoring other religions due to
some
animosity
against
Christianity. The Harpoon dis

Sincerely,

The Harpoon staff

BECAUSE, fro m p . 7 ------------ jump the ravines on rollerblades.
No really. Anyone whose rappel the Carillion Tower, throw
ever gotten a primo underdog waterballoons at-frat boys, cruise
knows better than to underesti the o f Valley strip or just head for
mate the invigorating feeling that any other piece of playground
comes with soaring up into that equipment and relive your child
wild blue yonder and hurtling hood.
back toward the earth. But only
Whatever suits your fancy,
those of us who put in some seri there’s just no way around th e fact
ous quality swing time as mere that as the days get warmer, alien
babes on the playground at ele tion spans grow significantly
mentary school can attest to this.
shorter, and we all know th a t
And what better place than at admitting there is a problem is th e
the beach, where the foul odors of first step.
decomposing fish fill the nostrils
The next is seeking treat
and the grit of sand lodges ment.
between the teeth?
So be it on the swings or peg
For the rest of you unbeliev ging those frat boys, class can
ers, 1 will take the liberty to sug wait.
i
gest some alternatives: Throw
I'll see you outside.
frisbees into Zumberge Pond,

Festival
of
Fine Art
I mis \p n l 29.1995

r

W.itctvolors
Oils

Interviews held at Grand Valley State University campus at Placement Office, 105
Commons, on March 30, 1995, from 10:00 AM until 6:00 PM. For information,
and/or to schedule an interview: Helen L. Hamler, Office Manager, Montcalm Area
ISD, 621 New Street, Stanton, Michigan 48888. Telephone (517) 831-5261 from 7:00
AM to 6:00 PM. E.O.E.

Montcalm Area Interm ediate School District

agrees.
True, a good proportion of the
issue makes reference to Christian
mythology and some practices of
the Christian faith. But culture
dictates what topics have enough
mass influence to be considered as
a topic for humor. Christianity,
the most popular religion in the
United States, serves as an excel
lent topic o f humor because of its
familiarity. Let’s put it this way:
Who would get a Taoist joke?
And could you possibly have
enough Taoist (Buddhist, etc.)
jokes to fill a four-page maga
zine?
Also, no central belief of
Christianity was attacked outright.
Jesus Christ was simply portrayed
in a different light. And the mock
ery of the televangelist should
have been appreciated by all disci
ples of Christ.
We acknowledge that college
students can think for themselves
in and out of the classroom. Any
judgment of any religion should
be a personal decision made on
the basis of personal experiences.
Isn’t the whole point of a college
atmosphere to foster an apprecia
tion and respect for other ideas
and create an environment of crit
ical thinking?
In closing, The Harpoon
challenges all, both Christian and
“non,” to READ the issue for
yourself and draw your own con
clusions. We hope you find our
magazine not only humorous (first
and foremost) but also an excel
lent outlet for student creativity
and intellectually diverse thought

Lanthorn
Classifieds
" T h e y W

Brushes

o r k "

895 2468

T-Square Art ( enter Inc.

621 N ew Street, P.O. Box 367, Stanton, Michigan 48888-0367

4045 Blainfield NH

Telephone: 517-831-5261• TDD: 81X1-649-3777 -FAX 5 17-831-8727

361-6968

10 cents a word,
$2.50 min.

Harpoon co-founder denounces me-too!-ism
Darling Lanthom,
I have recently learned that a
member of the campus communi
ty named Michael J. Me Paul has
been sullying this fine institu
tion’s grounds. Me Paul is
espousing the victimhood o f the
religious members of our campus
brethren. Admittedly, in West
Michigan the Christians are a
much maligned sect, but Me
Paul’s rushing to be the mouth
piece of these pitiable folk
smacks of self-service, not
Christian charity.
Me Paul, it may be remem
bered, under his former name,
was, along with me, a co-founder
of The Harpoon, last year’s vic
tim flavor-of-the-month for four
consecutive months. This unex

HARPOON, from p. 8

pected boon led to The Harpoon's groups,
African-Americans,
now infamous power to mold homosexuals and Christians, Me
public perception. Now, when the Paul hasn’t had to suffer for his
chips are really down, and rights.
although his former name appears
Now, Me Paul has the gall to
at the top of The Harpoon mast claim victimhood. Victimhood?
head, Me Paul has seen fit to At best Me Paul is a turncoat; at
jum p ship and wrap himself in the worst, a prevaricator. He claims
shroud of the oppressed. But how to be a member of that tradition
oppressed is he really?
ally oppressed group, the
Unlike the traditionally Christians, but in fact he is just
oppressed groups, African- another example of the rampant
Americans, homosexuals and thin-skinned, Johnny-come-lateChristians, Me Paul stands astride ly, guilt-wracked, “me-too!-ism”
The Harpoon megalith - publica which seems to be taking over
tions, broadcasting and special this campus and our once God
events. Unlike the traditionally fearing nation.
oppressed
groups, AfricanAmericans, homosexuals and
Sincerely,
Christians, Me Paul has first
Shannon McMaster
amendment protections. Unlike
the
traditionally
oppressed

therefore I forgive them. While
I too used to use base humor and
wit to willy-nilly subjugate col
lective groups on this campus,
my eyes have been opened like
Saul on the road to Damascus! I
have seen with a fresh perspec
tive the vile hatred and destruc
tive force that is humor. Call me
Michael Me Paul from this day
forth.
Therefore I call for all stu
dents to rise up and smite this
despicable publication down.
Criticism has no place in an
institution of higher learning.
While this might strike some as
oppression towards another
group, and maybe even hypo
critical, WE were hurt by The
Harpoon first, and there’s more
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of “we” the victims than “they”
the victims.
Bring on the mandatory
bible studies, sensitivity training
workshops, Greek 101 and
S.P.C.A. videos. These out
siders and miscreants need to
understand and embrace our
point of view, by gentle unceas
ing compulsory compassion, if
necessary. Only this way can
we fully enter into a state of
diversity together.
THOSE BULLIES!
Vive V Hamsters!
Sincerely,
Michael J. Me Paul
(Or the writer formally
known as Me Fall)

A response to
Literary Notes
Letter to Dexter
A week or two ago, I was in
the Kirkhof Center, thumbed
through a Lanthom and saw
Grendel- couldn’t believe it.
You’re definitely helping to
push the paper to a higher level.
Having taught Grendel
before, I know it can be a little
forbidding. Gardner, no doubt,
does “pad” the narrative a bit in
his attempt to embed a history of
philosophy.
Anyway, good job! Have
you read Gardner’s October
Light? I consider it his bicenten
nial book, where he assesses the
state of the nation/ culture.
There, he embeds an “apocalyp
tic” trashy novel within his more
capacious “domestic” novel, the
characters in each paralleling
each other. You might enjoy it.
Best wishes,
Jo Ellyn Clarey
(formerly of the Grand
Valley English Department)

Typing
In My Home
Letters, resumes,
term papers, etc.
Call Debby at

459-6663

H
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A d van tag es.
cheaper than anyone else.
So go grab your Student I.D.
and check out our deals.
While you're in the store, don't
forget to cruise by our software
demo display.
And don't sleep in too late.

Sleeping in late. Less taxes. And
Student Pricing on software.
O.K. we'll spell it out.
C-H-E-A-P.
UBS has a huge selec
tion of DOS, IBM, Mac, and
PowerMac software (and if it's
not in stock, Gina can special
order it). Plus, with special
student pricing, we can sell it
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From th e lio m e Office in
A lle n d a le , M l
Ten Things to Put in Your Resume
If words like “networking” and “contacts” haven’t been
drummed into your head yet, they will be. These words will certain
ly become part of your everyday vocabulary, especially if you try to
get a job anytime soon. We prefer words more to the point, like
“borwn-nosing” and “schmoozing,” but we digress.
Another word you’ll learn to get a whole new appreciation for is
” In little more than a page, you’ll have to show what you
are to potential employers and hope they see something they like
enough to bring you in for an interview, where you’ll have to do some
more of that networking (Read “schmoozing”) stuff.
The point is, of course, that you’ll want your resume to be good.
Here are ten ways.to make it that way...,
10. Include a paragraph titled: “Meijer: my two days of joy."
9. Trust us. Highlight the fact that you’ve worked at The
Lanthom, and you’re guaranteed a six-figure income.
GVSU volunteer Jill VanDyke takes some time to teach the kids at DeGage Ministries the piano. Photo by Jeff Kiessel

P.A.L.S. volunteers pick up where
Big Brothers/Big Sisters leaves off
By Alicia K. Krause
Staff Writer

P.A.L.S. (People Assisting
Little Siblings), an organization
responsible for providing children
with good role models, is in
search of more volunteers.
P.A.L.S. is similar to the
nationally
recognized
Big
Brothers Big Sisters of America,
with one exception.
The children P.A.L.S. match
es with role models either belong
to single-parent households or are
homeless.
The local Big Brothers Big
Sisters will not match children
that are in “unstable” situations.
“Children from the very

poorest families are neglected in
the matching (process),” said
Sarah Aebig, co-coordinator of
the program.
It was for this reason that
Aebig and Kurt Hazelwood start
ed P.A.L.S.
They also “felt there was a
need for something beyond what
the other organizations were
doing.”
The ages of the children tak
ing advantage of this program
range from 3 to 17; most of the
youth are between 6 and 10.
Generally, 5. to 15 children
participate in the program daily.
P.A.L.S. volunteers spend
time with the children during Kids
Time, where they try to build the
children’s self-esteem through

Volunteer Lori Roatli horses around with Jennifer Robertson at DeGage
Ministries. Photo by Jeff Kiessel

various activities.
There is a gym where the
children can play basketball or
other games. Some of the children
choose to make crafts such as
Valentine’s Day cards.
Occasionally, P.A.L.S. takes
special trips. Last fall, the group
took children to a GVSU football
game.
Last semester P.A.L.S. was
funded in part by a Kellogg Grant
and an MCC Venture Grant. The
organization is seeking to become
a student organization on campus.
It then could be sponsored by stu
dent senate.
To become a P.A.L.S. volun
teer, you must have a vehicle and
be able to get to downtown Grand
Rapids, where the program is
located.
If you are interested in
becoming a volunteer, the
Volunteer! GVSU office, located
inside the Student Life Office in
Kirkhof, has all of the information
needed.

8. Mention the fact that you and Jim Class are old golfing
buddies.
7. Your two-week stint on the GVSU student senate will
undoubtedly look most impressive.

6. Somehow mention the fact that you’ve seen every episode of
“Saved by the Bell” at least five times.
5. The statement that you have an uncle in the Mafia—true or
rtot—will certainly open a lot of doors. (“My Uncle Guido
won’t like it if I don’t get a job with you, see?”)
4. In your “References” section, somehow include the name
“Tin" (in bold print). If you do this, you’re in, no questions
asked.
3. Put Arend D. Lubbers in your reference section too. That’ll
look impressive, and he has to give you a few kind words—
hell, you graduated from his university, after all.
2. One word: bullets.
1. In your “Experience” section, write “Four years at
Parkway Tropics.”

Don't forget to pick up The Lanthom next week!
Make sure to pick up The Lanthom next week because we will
be running our first four-color photo ever!
Furthermore, for those of you who actually read the paper back
in the ‘60s and ‘70s, we are resurrecting the Lantoon in honor of
April Fool’s Day (Remember President Flubbers?). See next week
for details.

The Grand Rapids band. Ceafus. rocked the bottom o f the K irkhof Center last week, and will be featured
on "Never,,and. ’ a music show created and run by Grand Valley students. Photo by Tom Hoffmeyer.
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G ran d V alley stu d e n ts learn to w alk like E gyptians
mittees."
committee.”
Each student serves on a
An additional benefit is the
committee and writes resolutions opportunity to interact with inter
i —— — ——— —— a———
to be submitted for debate in their national students. “One third of
While most students were off respective committees. The com the participants are foreign stu
enjoying the sun or taking a mittees consisted o f Political dents,” Goode noted.
breather from school work during Affairs, Palestinian Affairs,
“We had to do a lot of
Spring Break, a small group of Economic Affairs, Social Affairs research, but it was very benefi
Grand Valley students spent most and Cultural Affairs. Resolutions cial and allowed me to represent
of the week representing Egypt at successful in committee are then Egypt very well,” said Christine
the Model Arab League.
. Soderquist.
considered by the whole body.
“The Arab League is an asso
Soderquist
won
the
“We had to do a lot o f Distinguished Delegate Award for
ciation of 22 Arab nations which
deals with economic and political
Egypt in the Social Affairs com
research, but it was
problems,” explained history pro
mittee. “I debated women’s
very beneficial and
fessor John Goode, the faculty
health, education and civic
coordinator of the event. “The
allow ed me to repre
(/ to r) Prof. James Goode, Veronica Schwartz, Christine Soderquist, Jeff
improvement issues," she said.
Rundhaug,
Azaria Mbughuni and Sana Agel represented Egypt at the Model
Model Arab League is a simula
“It’s an extremely fun way to
sent Egypt very well, ”
Arab
League.
Photo courtesy o f Sana Agel
tion of this organization; each
learn about the Middle East,” said
participating university represents
Agel
served
on
the
“I have a better appreciation
Christine Soderquist. Jeff Rundhaug. “Personally, I
a model country.”
learned a lot about leadership, and and understanding of the Middle Palestinian Affairs committee.
Arab League participant
The Model Arab League was
I have a better understanding of East,” she added. “What we read She was successful in passing two
sponsored by the National
“Our delegates were sup the Middle East.”
in the newspapers isn’t always resolutions, one on Jerusalem and
Council on U.S.-Arab Relations.
Veronica Schwartz, who what’s really going on.”
posed to mirror what real
one on human rights.
Jeff Rundhaug, Christine Egyptian leaders would say,” said served as chairperson of the
Sana Agel, who participated
Students interested in getting
Soderquist, Sana Agel, Veronica Goode. “By putting themselves in Cultural Affairs committee, said last year, hopes to do so again involved in next year’s Model
Schwartz, and Azaria Mbughuni the position of another country, “There was a lot of research. We next year. “I learned a lot of rules Arab League should contact
were accompanied by Goode to they learned somewhat what it is met every Wednesday for an hour and how to act in an organization. Professor Goode at 895-3184.
the simulation, which was held like to be Egyptian.”
and a half from January until It will help a lot for my One or two credits can be earned
March 8-11 at Miami University
“Students must also learn to Spring Break.’’
International Relations major.”
for participation.
in O hio.'
master parliamentary procedure,
“The Model consists of a negotiation and compromise,” he
series o f discussions and added. “I’m amazed at the impact
debates,” Goode said. “It opens participation has on students.
with a plenary session, and then They become much more forceful
the delegates break up into com and comfortable speaking out in
By Richard Damstra
Staff Writer

Eureka!

Getthejobyouwant

-Get the
JOB that

Works.
forYOU!

HeadingHomethissummer? « ^ H e r e ’s a great idea.
While you’re having fun, working a summer job and catching up with your home

You’ve worked hard (his year, and before you
know it, school will be out. Don’t wait to line up
the job you need this summer! Infact, why wait
until summer? You can start NOW! Haworth has
developed an AMP Program for production
jobs that will allow you to work the times & days
that fit with your class schedule. Work part-time
day or evening hours right now! Then, go to a
full-time schedule for summer, if you like!
Haworth will make it easy for you to apply. All
you need to do is stop by our corporate offices,
or one of our nearby plants, to pick up an
application. Complete it on the spot or mail it
back to us. It's that simple.

HAW ORTH’

And we’ll make it convenient for you to stop in
at our Security Office, 24-hours a day, at One
Haworth Center, Holland, MI 49423-9576.
F u r n i t u r e T h a t W o r k s ."
Or, if you wish, come to our Reception Desk
between 8 AM & 5 PM at either of our two area plants: Aliegan Plant at 640 River Street, Allegan,
MI 49010 or Douglas Plant at 200 Washington Road, Douglas, MI 49406.

Get a jump on yourjob plans—now &this summer! Haworth is a great place to work. You’ll earn the
money you need, and gain valuable experience, loo. And we offer a great wage and friendly work
environment An Equal Opportunity Employer.

town pals, take a class at Oakland University. You’ll be ahead of the game this fall.

Catchourspiritofinspiration,

Need a general

education course? A course in your major? Oakland University’s School of
Education and Human Services offers a wide array of courses for both spring and
summer sessions. How about ‘Teaching of Reading” or “Literature for Children,”
or maybe even ‘Teaching the Language Arts?” At Oakland University, you can
choose from more than 900 spring or summer courses offered at our beautiful,
convenient campus. You can then transfer the credits back to your home
institution in the fall.

Getsmartandjumptotheheadoftheclass. O
For a complete schedule of classes and application information, contact the Office

APARTMENTS

of Admissions today: by phone 1-800-OAK-UNIV, by fax 1-810-370-4462,
by Email ouin fo@ oaklan d.edu

Think Success.
Think Oakland University.

Styled fo r Spacious Living
♦M odem Appliances: dishwasher, range.
refrigerator, garbage disposal
♦Laundry Facilities in each building
♦Sound-conditioned construction for privacy
♦L arge bath with seperate vanity/doublc sink
♦ p re wired for Cable TV
♦self-controlled heat and air conditioning

1995 Spring session: May 1-June 21 • 1995 Summer session: June 26-August 17 • Early Spnng and Summer session registration begins in
March • Regular Spring session registration begins in May • Regular Summer session registration begins in June
' VISA/Master€ard accepted.
Oakland UnwenUy is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer.

Yes
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ArAMMfNTS

PfPPINO S
PIZZA

“ it

t _____

We’ll help you fin d
roommates

□

CRYSTAL
FLASH

Name
I am interested in finding out more about

Oakland University's Spnng and Summer session classes.

College Address .
City ___________

. State

Please send information on:
□ Arts Si Sciences

Day Telephone .

□ Business

Evening Telephone _

1) Education and Humar. Services
0 Engineering 81 Computer Science

NU5 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE

v
GRAND VALLEY
STATE
| |

D Health Sciences

"243-7511
895-5875

Mail

UK

Office of Admissions
Oakland University

□ Nursing

101 North Foundation Hall

Other (please specify program or class you are looking for)

Rochester, Ml 48309-4401
or FAX to (810) 3 7 0 4 4 6 2
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Oscar contest Sheryl Crow to perform at GVSU

In
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This is finally it, the last
week of The Lanthom Oscar
contest Entries are due to The
Lanthom office by Friday,
March 24.
There is still time to get to
Studio 28 and catch all of the
Best Picture nominated films
(bring your student I.D. and they

give you a discount), or you can
just guess wildly and randomly
throwjng caution and potential
movie passes to the wind.
The prizes offered are 12
movie passes for first place, 8
passes for second, and 4 passes
for third place, So fill out the
form and enter today!

sea
Picture
"Forrest Gump"
"Four Weddings and a Funeral"
"Pulp Fiction"
"Quiz Show"
'The Shawshank Redemption"
Actor
Morgan Freeman, 'The Shawshank Redemption"
Tom Hanks, "Forrest Gump"
Nigel Hawthorne, "The Madness of King George"
Paul Newman, "Nobody's Fool"
John Travolta, "Pulp Fiction"
Actress
Jodie Foster, "Nell"
Jessica Lange, "Blue Sky"
Miranda Richardson, "Tom and Viv"
Winona Ryder, "Little Women"
Susan Sarandon, "The Client"
Supporting Actor
Samuel L. Jackson, "Pulp Fiction''
Martin Landau, "Ed Wood"
Chazz Palminteri, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Paul Scofield, "Quiz Show"
Gary Sinise, "Forrest Gump"
Supporting Actress
Rosemary Harris, "Tom and Viv"
Helen Mirren, "The Madness of King George"
Uma Thurman, "Pulp Fiction"
Jennifer Tilly, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Dianne West, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Director
Woody Allen, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Robert Zemeckis, "Forrest Gump"
Quentin Tarantino, "Pulp Fiction"
Robert Redford, "Quiz Show"
Krzysztof Kieslowski, "Red"

By Amie Million
S taff Writer

Sheryl
Crow,
Grammy
award-winning songstress, will be
stopping at GVSU on April 4 dur
ing her debut tour.
Crow, who won Grammies
this year for Best New Artist and
Best
Female
Pop
Vocal
Performance, will be performing
songs from her debut album
“Tuesday Night Music Club,”
which also earned a Grammy for
Record of the Year. Her current
hits include the tracks “All I Want
to Do” and “Strong Enough.”
Crow started singing backup
for Michael Jackson on his Bad
tour 6 months after leaving her
job as a music teacher in S t
Louis. The rest is history.
The concert will be held in
the Fieldhouse and will begin at
7:30 p.m. with an opening act by
pop guitarist Freedy Johnston.
Crow is expected to take the stage
around 9 p.m.
Johnston has toured with
many groups, including Soul
Asylum and the Cowboy Junkies,
and is celebrating the release of
This Perfect World.
“We would love to attract 90
to 95 percent college students,”
said Barry Olson, the graduate
assistant of programming in the
Student Life Office. “We want as
many as we can fit into that
venue.”
Although tickets went on sale

GV students camped out overnight in the Kirkhof Center to get good seats
for the upcoming Sheryl Crow concert. Photo by Dan Irving.
last Wednesday morning, good
seats are still available. However,
the Fieldhouse is limited to 5,800
seats, so you’d better hurry up.
Tickets are $11 each for stu
dents with a valid GVSU I.D. and
$20 for the general public.
Students can purchase up to four

tickets each at the box office on
the first floor of the Kirkhof
Center, Monday through Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. until March
25, and after the 25th until 5 p.m.
Tickets can also be bought by
credit card by calling the box
office at 895-2325.

Graphics student receives top honors
By Amy Pettinger
S la ff W riter

Foreign Film
"Before the Rain," Macedonia
"Burnt by the Sun," Russia
"Eat Drink Man Woman," Taiwan
"Farinelli: II Castrato," Belgium
"Strawberry and Chocolate," Cuba
Cinematography
"Forrest Gump"
"Legends of tne Fall"
'The Shawshank Redemption"
"Wyatt Earp"
Costume Design
"Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert"
"Bullets over Broadway"
"Little Women"
"Maverick"
"Queen Margot"
Documentary Feature
"Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter"
"D-Day Remembered"
"Freedom on My Mind"
"A Great Day in Harlem"
"Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision"
Film Editing
"Forrest Gump"
"Hoop Dreams"
"Pulp Fiction"
'The Shawshank Redemption"
"Speed"
Music Original Score
Alan Silverstri, "Forrest Gump"
Elliot Goldenthal, "Interview With the Vampire"
Hans Zimmer, "The Lion King"
Thomas Newman, "Little Women"
Thomas Newman, "The Shawshank Redemption"
Music Original Song
"Can You Feel the Love Tonight," "The Lion King"
"Circle of Life," "The Lion King"
"Hakuna Matata," 'The Lion King"
"Look What Love Has Done," "Junior"
"Make Up Your Mind," "The Paper"

Nam e.

P h on e.

Grand Rapids may not have
aft Emmy or a Grammy award,
but for West Michigan artists and
advertising students, the Addy
Award is the next best thing.
The award highlights the
most creative advertising pro
duced in West Michigan and one
of Grand Valley's own was
awarded first place honors. Sheri
VandenBerg, a fine arts major in
her final semester at GVSU was
awarded first place and a judges’
recognition of excellence award
at the award competition, which
was sponsored by the Grand
Rapids
Area
Advertising
Federation. The competition was
held at St. Cecilia’s Music Society
on Feb. 26.
Artists and advertisers from
all over West Michigan submitted
pieces ranging from printed art, to
billboards, to film and video. Of
200 entries submitted, three top
prize awards were presented
along with four judges’ choices
awards. VandenBerg was the first
Grand Valley student to receive
such an award in the competition.
VandenBerg’s submission
was a fictitious corporate bank
report she created for a graphics
class. VandenBerg commented
that her unique approach - she
submitted the report in the form of
a checkbook - made the report
much easier and more enjoyable
to read than most reports.

Sheri Vandenberg, winner o f the Addy Award. Photo by Dan Irving.

Besides the recognition, a while working at several different
local advertising agency represen advertising agencies around
tative attending the awards was so Grand Rapids during her two-year
impressed with the design, he involvement in the internship pro
invited VandenBerg to pitch it to gram at GVSU.
one of his major clients.
According to her professors,
AmeriBank, for whom the VandenBerg is highly professionproject was originally designed, ~^1. Lorelle Thomas, assistant art
was also very pleased with the
professor as well as
piece. They noted that its “cus VdndenBerg’s advisor,
said,
tomer friendly appearance” would
Everything she does is done
coincide well with their current well - consistent, high-quality,
marketing style. AmeriBank will class.”
be producing VandenBerg’s
VandenBerg will be display
design for this year’s distribution ing her bachelor of fine arts exhi
of their corporate report.
bition in Calder Gallery at GVSU.
VandenBerg gathered exten April 17-21.
sive experience in graphic design

past; "Notations
Jonathan Livingston Seagull
By Darter Fetenon

StairWriter
Jonathan
Livingston
Seagull is a wonderfully mov
ing stoiy from Richard Bach,
spiritual guru o f the Bestsellers’
List. It follows the life, afterlife
and other
adventures
of the title
character,
a seagull,
who is out
cast from
_
his flock
P eterson
of
his impractical dedication to
flight as a art form, not just as a
means to an end.
The story follows Jonathan
as he finds a brotherhood of
“higher advanced” gulls and
learns about perfect speed and
flight. Mastering this, he
returns to his flock, gathering
about him a small group of stu
dents. If this all sounds vaguely
familiar, then you probably
haven’t been wasting your time
on this planet.
Drawing heavily on the
lives of religious icons such as
Buddha and Christ, Jonathan
Livingston Seagull’s greatest
strength is its convincing
humanitarianism and focus on
spiritual perfection, expressed
in the metaphors of seagulls

By Jennifer Cotton

and flight
Although brimming with
banal pop revelations that make
the guys in the philosophy
department cringe, this story
still rings true in many ways especially in the satirical depic
tion o f human society and
behavior as the short-sighted
ness of. a flock of binds which
sees little to life beyond eating
and sleeping.

Drawing heavily on the
lives o f religious icons
such as Buddha and
Christ, Jonathan
Livingston Seagull’s
greatest strength is its
convincing humanitari
anism and focus on spir
itual perfection

This week is International
Awareness Week at Grand Valley,
and Calder Gallery is currently
housing an exhibit with an inter
national theme; .
“Notations,” an exhibit by
artist Douglas Warner, has been
on display in the gallery since the
beginning of March and will con
tinue until March 30.
Warner’s paintings
are
inspired from ancient artifacts
and cultures around the world.
“It’s that range of cultures and
similarities that I find inspiring,”
Warner said.
The medium for Warner’s
work is a combination of acrylic
paints, vermiculite and pigments
applied to a canvas that is
stretched over a piece of ply
wood.

*7 am a painter. For
the lack o f a better
term, l accept that
what I make should be
called paintings. ”

The loneliness and isola
tion of Jonathan is vividly felt,
as is his joy at discovering oth
ers who share his enthusiasm.
This would make an excellent
animated film, once its reli
gious overtones and philosoph
ic depth had been properly
watered down by Hollywood.
The book also contains
several nice photos of seagulls
by Russell Munson, who proba
bly is a very nice man who
needed the money.

X:

S taff W riter

David Warner
Warner explained, “I am a
painter. For the lack of a better
term, I accept that what I make
should be called paintings.”
Amy Pettinger, a Grand
Valley senior and fine arts major,
commented, “I think it’s very cool

One of the pieces on exhibit in Calder:
Warner. Photo by Dan Irving.
that he mixed things on canvas
besides paint. It’s not about paint;
it’s about texture.”
“I think it is beautiful,
sophisticated and restful,” said
Daleene Menning, associate pro-

"Notations CCLXII, ” by David
fessor of art and design.
The gallery is located in the
Louis Fine Arts Center and is
open to the public 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 10
a.m.- 7 p.m. Thursday.
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Tuesday

April 4th
7:30 PM
GVSU F ie ld h o u se
A lle n d a le
Tickets:
$ 1 0 S tu d en ts (with ID)
$ 1 9 Public
$1 Service C harge
Ticket Information &
Credit Card Sales call
GVSU Box Office 8 9 5 - 2 3 5 3
On sale beginning March 15
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"O ut of Africa"; history lives in masks displayed in Zumberge
By Michelle Dialer
Staff Writer
There?s a haunting new pres
ence in the library, and it’s got
nothing to do with the librarians.
On display until the end of
March, ceremonial African masks
from the collection of Dr. Faite
Mack, professor of education, are
giving the lobby of Zumberge
Librairy a whole new look.
Primarily from the African
West Coast countries of Bakina
Fasso, Nigeria and the Ivory
Coast, the masks are a part of a
collection Dr. Mack began in
1987 when he taught in Ghana as
a Fulbright professor at the
University of Cape Coast.
Mack said these masks are
held in high esteem and value and
regarded by most Africans as spir
itually alive, representing sym
bols of power for family, god and
deceased relatives.
“They are not inanimate
objects as we tend to think of art
objects,” Mack said.
“For most Africans, they
would be living spiritual beings,”
he added.
Mack said the masks are a
combination o f tropical hard
woods, including ebony and
mahogany.
Other masks are
inlaid with ivory or decorated
with cowrie shells.
The masks are used as
objects reflecting ancestral pres
ence and symbolic representa
tions in puberty rituals, and can be

recognized as belonging to certain
tribes by the animal figures
carved at the tops.
Figures representing certain
tribes or clan groups are found on
masks belonging only to those
tribes, Mack said.
Comprising about 70 percent
of Mack’s collection, the library
display is only the second display
since Mack’s return from Africa
in 1988.
But to get the masks out of
Ghana, Mack said all the masks
had to be approved by the
Ministry of Art and Antiquities in
Ghana, making exportation diffi
cult.
The American Embassy in
Ghana informed Mack that if he
did not possess certificates for
each mask to deport them, he
could face execution if the
African government considered
his actions a serious enough
crime.
One of the ceremonial masks on display in Zumberge Library. Photo by Dave Manning.

The m asks are used
a s o b je c ts reflecting
a n c e stra l p resen ce
a n d sym b o lic repre
sen tation s in p u b e rty
rituals.
That merely reflects the
attempts of poor countries to hold
on to remaining evidence of tradi
tional cultural artifacts, Mack
said.
He adds that because the
masks are believed to have such

spiritual power, for many they
imply some very frightening
things while at the same time pre
serve African history, which has a
historically oral tradition.
“Masks participate in the
drama which provides the oral
histories of the people,” Mack
said.
He added that a fellow
African staff member contacted
him after seeing the library dis
play to say he was glad to see the
masks on display because they
reminded him of his own child
hood experiences.

As for Mack himself, his
masks are an important part of his
cultural heritage.

“It provides a connection in
terms of my African-American
heritage,” Mack says.

Lanthorn w ritin g contest
Attention all writers, poets
and! generally creative literary
types: The Lanthorn is con
ducting a writing search with
winning entries to be published
in the final issue o f The
Lanthorn, April 27.
Entries may be of any sub
ject matter and length. However,

some submissions may not be
able to run in their entirety due
to lack of available space.
Share your creativity and
insiration with the Grand Valley
community!
Submissions will be accept
ed in The Lanthorn office until
Thursday, March 20.
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Softball team starts record-breaking run early
By Dan Moore

Staff Writer
The women’s softball team
continued to roll over the compe
tition, breaking individual and
team records along the way.
The lady Lakers suffered
only their second loss of the sea
son en route to a 6-1 record for
the week. They are now 15-2
overall.
Seventeenth ranked Lewis
University fell to the Lakers 3-2
and 3-1. GVSU also swept a dou
ble-header with Spring Arbor, 4-1
and 13-1. The team tied a school
record with 22 hits in a single
game in the 13-1 victory.
Saturday the team traveled to
Angola, Ind., and split a doubleheader with Tri-State. The 2-3
loss in the second game snapped a
12 game win streak against TriState.

Catcher Jenny Bowen in six
games was 12 for 21, with 5
RBI’s, four doubles, and Ie4 the
team with an .571 batting aver
age.
Senior pitcher Kim Sebesta,
who is 8-1 on the season broke
three school records last week.
Sebesta now holds records in
most wins (53), most appearances
(90), and most complete games
(70).
“This should carry our
momentum for the rest of the
year,’’ senior first baseman
Sherree Knola said.
“We don’t accept defeat well.
Knowing that we only have two
losses is going to push us harder
through the rest of the season.”
The team will travel to
Aquinas Saturday, and to Alma
College Monday.
There next home game will
be on March 29 against Olivet
College. It starts at 3:30.

Sheree Knola (30) watches a bad one go by as her teammates watch. Photo by Tom Hoffmeyer.

Laker track team in transition
By Joe Schaefer
Staff Writer

in the league.
Dan Steeby, another transfer
student, will run the 400 hurdles.
Junior Eric Allen, the GLIAC
indoor champion in the 1000 this
year, will try to continue his win
ning ways in the 800 and 1500.
Sophomore Chuck Wash is
solid in the long jump; Freshman
Jason Fritz will throw the shot
put, discus, and possibly the ham
mer.
Many athletes have
expressed interest in throwing the
javelin, but Rowe hasn’t made a
decision who will throw in meets.
The Lakers will lose the ser
vices of James Mauer (pole vault,
hurdles, and triple jump), who
scored the most points during the
indoor season. Mauer, a junior,
has decided not to compete.
“We’ve lost a couple (ath
letes), but we’ve picked up a cou
ple. Hopefully, they will make
some difference,” Rowe said.
Freshman Dan Donnely will
add depth in the distance events.
An injury early in the season kept
Donnely, a cross country runner,
from competing indoors.

After completing an indoor
season which many athletes
improved each week, the Grand
Valley men’s and women’s track
teams begin the outdoor portion
of their season Saturday at the
Huntington College Relays.
Despite his athletes’ healthy
bodies and positive outlooks,
head coach Pete Rowe said that
there are still some questions that
need to be answered.
Many questions come from
athletes who participate in differ
ent events during the outdoor sea
son than they did during the
indoor season. Another question,
Rowe said, is the athletes’ mental
attitudes.
‘There is always a period of
time between the indoor and out
door season that is transitional in
terms of the requirements (ath
letes) must demand from (them
selves), both in terms of dedica
tion to the sport and to the prac
tice and training schedule and
“ They’ve been at it
dedication to seeking some goals
to achieve,” Rowe said.
since August, and it
“They are enjoying the work
gets tiring. They need
outs, running hard, and having
some early success,
good attitudes because it’s right
about now that the season begins
some indications that
to wear a little. They’ve been at it
they will do well, and
since August, and it gets tiring.
They need some early success,
we hope to get that at
some indications that they will do
Huntington. ”
well, and we hope to get that at
Huntington.”
Pete Rowe
Senior Tony Armor, this
year’s Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Coach, track and field
Athletic Conference champion in
Freshman David Chalupa
the 55-meter high hurdles and a
national qualifier, leads the Laker will likely team with Allen,
men. He will compete in the 110 Steeby, and senior Brian Headley
hurdles and may also participate in the 4 x 400 relay. Junior Mike
in the long jump and 4 x 100 Smith and freshman Brad Bottorf
will join Wash and either Armor
relay.
or
senior Mike Van Dyke on the 4
Gary Loubert, a transfer
from Lake Superior State and for x 100 relay team.
Rowe hopes the injuries that
mer GLIAC champion, will look
to reestablish himself as one of plagued the Lady Lakers during
the premier long distance runners the indoor season have healed.

“We have a couple of girls
who were injured that should be
able to contribute,” he said.
“Linda Lowden is coming back
and is going to help us. Kerry
Randolph, one of our jumpers,
has been there all along, but she’ll
help us in the sprint relays.”
Lowden, a freshman, and
Randolph, a senior, will likely
join freshman Dawn Collins and
junior Sandy Wagner in the 4 x
100 relay. Randolph will also
handle the long jump and triple
long jump for the women.
Seniors Wendy Jabs and
Kelly Beschoner will join Collins
and Wagner in the 4 x 400 and
will lead the middle distance run
ners. Jabs will compete in the 800
and 1500, while Beschoner will
run the 400 hurdles and the 800.
Juniors Amy Jo Paszek and
Vikki VanSteinvoom and fresh
man Ronalyn Willard will pro
vide depth in the middle distance
and distance races.
Kristie Dodge, a junior, will
throw the shot put and discus
after a steady indoor season.
Freshman Trish McCrea, who
threw the 20-pound weight
indoors, figures to throw the ham
mer and discus.
“I’m optimistic. I think we
show promise, but we’re not
going to be so good that we’re
going to improve our placement
in the GLIAC; the other schools
are very strong.”
According
to
Rowe,
Hillsdale College, the league’s
powerhouse, should again win the
men’s and women's league cham
pionship meet. Their competition
will come from Saginaw Valley
and Ferns State (women).
The Lakers will battle
against
Michigan
Tech,
Northwood,
and
Northern
Michigan for third place in men’s
competition and fourth place in
women’s competition. Lake
Superior State, who dropped its
program, may allow athletes to
compete at the meet May 6 in
Houghton.

Tennis team p reparing for
'dogfight7 in conference
By Greg Reed
Staff Writer

The Grand Valley men’s
tennis team isn’t used to play
ing this much tennis this early
in the season.
That being the case, coach
Tim Sutherland said his team is
riddled with nagging little
injuries, mostly due to not
stretching and not being in
shape.
“We need to work on being
in shape,” Sutherland said.
Sutherland added that their
pushing themselves a little too
hard can be directly related to
their competitiveness. With the
season being young, Sutherland
said his ladder isn’t set in con
crete just yet.
“We’re still playing for
positions and playing a lot of
tennis, and sometimes these
guys get carried away,” he said.
So far, the ladder looks like
Amar Arslanagic at one singles,
Dean Wiggers at two, Terry
Gilliland will play the three
slot, Scott Damp at four, Mike
Yee will be at five singles and
Matt Remelts at six.
Sutherland said Brian
Workman, Kevin Sexton and
Derrik Baker round out theseven through nine slots evenly.
For doubles, Sutherland
figures one and two singles to
combine for the one doubles
team, two and three singles for
the two doubles team and the

same for three singles with his
five and six players.
“We haven’t really settled
on a lineup yet, but that’s how it
should pan out when everbody
gets healthy,” Sutherland said.
“So, I go nine-deep is the
good news. The bad news is I
just have to get them playing
better.
“I need the top players to
play like top players and every
body else will fall into place,”
he said.
Sutherland was happy with
his team's performance during
their spring trip to Hilton Head
where the Lakers were 3-3
against tough competition.
GVSU opened their season
with a 9-0 loss to Hope College
and took third last weekend in
the City Tournament behind
Aquinas and Calvin. Grand
Rapids Community College
was fourth.
The Lakers play host to
Alma College Saturday and
travel to Aquinas Monday
before opening their conference
season Tuesday at Northwood.
It will be a tough test early
for the Lakers in the Great
Lakes Intercolligiate Athletic
Conference with Northwood
being ranked in the top 10 in the
nation.
GLIAC rival Ferris State is
also ranked in the top 20.
“After that it’s a dogfight,
and we can be in there,"
Sutherland said.

Lift-a-thon set for March 30
The Grand Valley football
team is having its annual LiftA-Thon-in the Fieldhouse arena
on March 30.
The event is not just for
football players. It is open for
anyone who can raise a mini
mum $150 in pledges.

For more information or to
sign up, contact coach Rob
Odejewski at 895-3176.
In other football related
news, the annual Blue and
White game will be held on
April 22, at 1 p.m. in Arend D.
Lubbers Stadium.
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By CD. Burge
Staff Writer

The Grand Valley Fieldhouse
hosts numerous events every
semester. Each takes planning,
preparation and hard work to
make these events go smoothly.
That’s
where
Marc
Sharphorn comes in.
“Any home event that
requires setup and preparation
involves me and my crew,” said
Sharphorn, the Fieldhouse man-

running the Field house, but my
crew does strictly set-up work,”
he said.
Sharphorn works - closely
with Dan Karpanty, the assistant
to the athletic director. Karpanty
also has a staff which works in
tandem with Sharphom’s.
The bonus for Grand Valley,
said Sharphorn, is doing nonGVSU events. “When we do a
high school tournament, it pro
vides great exposure for the
school. The students get to see
what kind o f things we have to
offer. It’s great P.R.”

ager J .;
Currently, Sharphorn is in
“I have been able to
charge of game management, uni
forms and equipment for various
)e a part of what’s
sports teams, and timing for
oeen going on, and
events that need it.
He also helps various crews
that’s truly a great
around Grand Valley with game
experience. I like
set-up. “My ten-person crew gets
what I ’m doing, and
everything ready to go, and they
help field crews and other teams.”
hope to see it
Sharphorn also coordinates
continue.”
concerts, high school games, and
science fairs. Literally anything
that needs doing, Sharphorn has
M ark Sharphorn
his hand in it.
Fieldhouse manager
“Our crew gets all the equip
In addition to handling all of
ment needed for a game where it
has to be,” he explained. ‘This these duties, Sharphorn also
includes making sure everything teaches a weight training class
and assists with a bowling class.
is regulated and safe to use.”
“It’s a nice break to do some
But don’t confuse his crew
thing
with the students,” he said.
with the clean-up crew. “There
are 50 employees in charge of “It keeps the day from being to
.
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Mark Sharphorn oversees a swim meet at the Fieldhouse. Photo by Dan Irving.
long, and plus, it’s a lot of fun.”
Sharphorn currently is listed
as an adjunct faculty member,
having graduated from GVSU in
‘88 as a public administration
major. He is also a certified recre
ation sports specialist.
“It would be nice to see more
recreational programs at GVSU,”
he said. “Sports marketing, sports
administration would all go over
very well here.”
Sharphorn will probably see
even more duties once the new
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role in what has happened to
GVSU. “I have been able to be a
part of what’s been going on, and
that’s truly a great experience,” he
said. “I like what I’m doing, and
hope to see it continue.”
So next time you’re at a
Fieldhouse event, give some
thought to all of the work that
went in to making it happen. If it
wasn’t for Marc Sharphorn,
GVSU sports may not be as
respected as they are today.

Seven new IM champs
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wing of the field house is built.
While Leroy Hackley is the intra
mural activities director, he will
also work with Sharphorn to
schedule more intramural events.
“We are making the step we
need to make with this new addi
tion,”
Sharphorn
noted.
“Intramurals will become much
bigger with this new facility. We
already have one of the best facil
ities in Division H.”
All in all, Sharphorn consid
ers himself fortunate about his
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Graduation Theory # 6 :J

The intermural basketball
season is over and seven champi
ons were named.
In the independent ‘A’ brack
et Tenure defeated EnFeugo 8156. The ‘B’ bracket champion was
Sippin’ Tool who defeated Big
Ten 56-54. In the ‘C’ bracket Big
Bertha won over Milwaukee’s
Best 37-29.
The Residence hall champion

was Living Legends, who defeat
ed US 49-37.
The women’s championship
game featured Better Than You
defeating Mighty Beavers 62-45.
The team Four Play defeated
4U2NV 86-57 in the co-rec cham
pionship game.
The fraternity champion is
The Gaurdian, 37-33, over Alpha
Air Show.

he velocity at which you throw your
cap is directly proportional to the
amount of time spent finding the cap.
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gets a star

Laker Nine to face
Central, MSU this week

By C.D. Burge
S taff W riter

By Daniel Carpenter
Foreign students are found
throughout colleges and universi
ties around the country. They
come to study, experience
American culture, get a degree,
and explore new opportunities.
Louise Logdberg came to
play basketball.
“Playing basketball is one of
the major reasons I'm here, and
the reason I’m at GVSU,” said
Logdberg, a sophomore physical
therapy major and center on the
women’s hoop team.
Lodgberg came to Grand
Valley from Sweden, where she
has played ball since graduating
from high school six years ago.
“In Sweden, I played ball in
women’s leagues during my years
there. I worked for two years in a
civil engineering firm, but I want
ed to go into physical therapy.
There isn’t much room to get into
P.T. overseas.”
A scholarship and a chance to
play college basketball helped
Lodgberg to Grand Valley.
Lodgberg learned the game
in New Jersey, where she lived for
four years. She also has lived in
Lebanon and Greece. How does a
such a well-traveled woman end
up at GVSU? For Louise, it start
ed with a friend.
“I had a friend who graduat
ed from GVSU," she explained.
“She suggested that I come here.
She said that Grand Valley had a
great program, and once 1 had a
chance to see the school, 1
agreed."
Logdberg enrolled in the fall
of ‘93, and has quickly become a
stalwart in the Laker’s game plan.
“Louise has improved so
much over the last year," said
assistant coach Ann Halsne. “She
put in a lot of time to help make
the transition between European

S ta ff W riter

Louise Logdberg (40) defending the inbound pass against Northwood
University. Photo by Jeff KiesseL
and U.S. basketball.”
She averaged 10.7 rebounds
and 6.2 points per game this past
year, significantly up from her
freshman
campaign.
Her
rebounding average was thirdbest in the GLIAC. She also was
named team captain.
“Work ethic is the most
important thing,” Logdberg said
about being captain. “I couldn’t
stand myself if I gave less that
100 percent. I think that rubs off."
For Logdberg, the transition
to American style ball has helped
her numbers. “The games in
Sweden were not nearly as pro
fessional,” she said. “It was more
like pickup ball. I had to get used
to all of the research and biggame atmosphere that is in these
games.”
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Current Opportunities
include these and more:

S r

Regardless of her numbers,
she has garnered the respect of
her teammates. “Louise is a great
captain because she is dedicated
and an all-around hard worker,”
said sophomore center Danielle
Tiernan. “Whatever she chooses
to do, she always does well.”
Halsne echoed her statement.
“Louise commits herself con
stantly to getting better," she said.
“When she has a bad game, she’s
the first one in the gym the next
morning.”
Logdberg is ready to start the
era of Laker basketball.
Sweden’s loss is definitely
Grand Valley’s gain.

The Grand Valley Baseball
team swings back into action
this week with games at Central
Michigan University in Mt.
Pleasant, and at Michigan State
next Wednesday.
Laker Coach Andy Chopp
said that Central has had the best
baseball program in the state in
recent years.
“Since Michigan (U of M)
went on probation, Central has
gotten all the better players in
the state,” Chopp said.
With no games for Central
this week, the Chippewas will
have their best pitchers rested
for Grand Valley.
“They are going to be a
tough test for us,” Chopp said.
Mike Bell, Jeremy Diedrich,
Chad Hinkley, and Jason Hill are
all expected to take the hill
against CMU.
The Michigan State game
will give the Laker Nine’s bats
another look at Division I pitch
ing, which should help the hit
ters become more advanced ear
lier, Chopp said.
“We have had good success
versus Michigan State in the
past,” Chopp said.
Chopp is looking to find a
batting order that will work con
sistently. The Lakers averaged
five runs a game in Florida, but
scored only 2.4 runs per game in
their five losses. They averaged
over eight runs a game in their
four wins.
“We’re trying to fit the right
people in the right spots,” Chopp
said of the batting order.

R esort Day.
Mar. 29, Promenade, Kirkhof. 94pm .
Displays and interviews. I’art-nmc or full.
H ow English M ajors can W rite effective Resum es.
Mar. 30, 12-lpm Cabins D, F., F, Kirkhof Comer
C a reers in A dvertising. Mar. 25, 9-3pm. Chrysler Technology Comer, Auburn Hills, Ml

On Campus Interview Schedule:
E n te rp rise Rent-a-Car. Tucs, Mar. 28. Alumni, May, and August '93 graduates. All majors
interest in business
A erotek. Wed. Mar. 29. Alumni and May '93 graduates in business or liberal arts
M ountcalm Area I.S.D . Thun,. Mar 30 Education, special education, recreation, and
others interested in sum m er camp counselor positions
The l im ited E xpress. Thurs, Mar 30. Business majors
Upcoming Seminars: All Located in 238 SSB
JOB SEARCH IN ACTION: INTERVIEWING SKILLS. Mon. Mar 27, 4 3pm
NETWORKING YOUR WAY TO A JO B. Wed, April 20,34pm
JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES. Wed, April 3 ,34pm ________________________________
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First tim e donors receive an extra

For more information stop by Career Services, 105 Commons, or call ext. 3311
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3 m m t fU ?
Hfehave opening for 2
data entry cfcrte, 3 order
de toilers, andI o ffice c!erk\
Call Premi&r 5choo!Ay& ndas for more information. 285-3121

LAKER NINE NOTES
GVSU gave up 17 unearned
runs in the nine game Florida
trip. Bell, and infielders Doug
Lipinski and Jayson Sumerix
each committed three errors.
The Lakers are hitting .265
as a team. The top five hitters
with 15 or more at bats are Pete
Tornga (.333), Garrick Pranchke
(.333), Troy Dean (.333), Tim
Caslmon (.318), and Sumerix
(.267).
Dean is also leadi
team in at bats (30)i‘>
( 10), home runs
total bases (18)
percentage (.600), \
Hinkley is li
bles (3), Caslmori
and Bell has the
triple.
Senior Kris Atf^Jiff. i f the
leading pitcher wpn a !2-0
record, and a 2.57 ERA. Aiitcliff
and Diedrich are tied for the
team lead in innings pitched (14)
and strikeouts ( 10).
Closer Ron Meyer is two
for two in save opportunities,
and has allowed only one hit,
one walk, and one unearned run
in three plus innings, while strik
ing out five.
Laker pitchers have allowed
only one opposing homer.

Be A Life
Saver Become A
Plasma
Donor!
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Special Events:
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Chopp is hoping a healthy
DeAndre Jamison will help
boost the Laker offense.
Jamison, a junior left fielder
from Detroit, suffered an arm
injury in the first Florida game.
He batted only 14 tunes in limit
ed DH duty on the trip
Chopp is also looking for
quality depth that will help the
team have a good season.

$5 B O N U S
i

iV

on their first donation
w ith this coupon

J

First d onation
$15 and
d on ation recei
in the sai

BE A PL A SM A D O N O R ... BECAUS1
LIFE IS EVERYBODY'S B U SIN E SS
Monday 8am to 4pm
Tues. thru Thursday 8am to 6pm
Friday 8am to 4pm
Sera-Tec Bi
1973 Si

Call for more information:

Rollerblading Woes
Warm weather means pick-up
basketball games, bike rides and
rollerblading.
If you are not very good at
basketball, players will avoid you.
You won’t get the ball.
If you are not a very good

bike rider, chances are you will Knievel tries clearing a flight of
have training wheels, confined to steps in one flying leap.
Some common courtesy is all
the sidewalk in front of your
house, and have constant parental that is needed. I know that there is
supervision. If you weave around, no designated spots for blading,
fall, or forget to hit the brakes, but there are areas that were
designed for walking.
you won’t bother anyone.
The campus is a beautiful
However, in-line skating can
be dangerous to not only the place to stroll, or roll, through as
beginners, but those around them. the sun sets on a warm day! It is
I have no problem with peo very tempting to strap on the
ple gliding along campus side skates and roll. Those who are
walks, as long as they are gliding eager to learn how to keep their
and not yelling “Look out! balance on one-half inch wheels
should practice in their driveway
Coming through!”
I’m sick of having to get out before venturing out into the cam
of the way of people who don't pus.
The final peeve I have against
have control of their skates.
The only thing more danger rollerbladers is wearing the things
ous than being around a bunch of into buildings.
I am glad that the university
beginning skaters is being around
has put up some no rollerblading
a bunch ofveterans.
I’m tired are having to worry signs at the entrances of buildings.
about whether or not I can make it The university is not only con
up the stairs before the next Evil cerned with the skaters safety, but

GVSU can com pete w ith anyone
With Dan Moore
StaiT Writer

The 1994 basketball season is
now complete. The Laker men
finished eighth in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Conference, one
pjace ahead of where they were
picked to finish.
This year’s conference fea
tured mediocre play in which,
given the day, either team could
win. The 1994-95 Laker squad,
had they played consistently
throughout the season, could have
placed higher in the standings.
Of the other nine teams in the
GLIAC, GVSU produced a 1-1
record against Ferris State,
Northern, Saginaw Valley State,
and Wayne State. All were picked
in the pre-season coaches poll to
finish atop the conference.
On the road the team was 4-5
against conference opponents and
4-5 at home. Inconsistent play
was characteristic of all GLIAC
conference games this year. Just
as one furious coach said to me
after he lost a close game at
GVSU, “we are 6-10 and we
could be 10-6.” There was no
such thing as home court advan
tage and the pre-season polls were

meaningless.
In December the Lakers
knocked off top ranked FSU in
Big Rapids to begin the season.
FSU took our guys to school with
an 86-65 thrashing on our home
floor. Ferris got schooled them
selves in their final home game of
the
season
when
lowly
Northwood University scored a
14 point victory over FSU for
their second overall victory of the
season.
Only two teams, Hillsdale
College and Oakland University
defeated GVSU twice. Both of
these teams qualified for the
NCAA Division II playoffs.
As expected, FSU did finish
atop the division. OSU came on
strong down the stretch to finish
second, while MTU and Hillsdale
rounded out the top four.
On a given day GVSU could
have competed with any one of
these teams. The team had a very
respectable offense when they
were patient. When they hurried
they became less effective.
Seniors Kevin Kooiker and
Scott Hunter were capable of hit
ting three-pointers. Junior work
horse Jake Baker was also a threat
from the outside. Had the big
man, Glenn Szeman been more of

a threat on the inside, and had
junior guard Alfonso Clark scored
more, the Lakers could have been
a dominant team.
If each player had the heart
and played with the intensity of
junior Nate Verbeek, the Lakers
would surely have been a domi
nant team. Verbeek led the team in
scoring with an average of 15.3
points per game. He also led the
team in rebounding with an aver
age of 7.7 boards per game.
Count on Verbeek to have a
strong senior season next year.
The Lakers will lose only three
seniors, Kooiker, Hunter, and
Szeman. Look for this year’s
freshman class of guard Tony
Miller,
forward
Jeremy
Cleveringa, and center Steve
Davis to receive more playing
time. Cleveringa is a proven scor
er, and Miller is capable of run
ning the point, and 6-8 Davis
should be dominant on the inside.
When junior guard Walter
Wilson is healthy he is capable of
scoring 10 points a game. Senior
outside shooters Luke Fedio and
Jake Baker, should also be able to
contribute. With this matured sup
porting cast look for Clark to dis
tribute the ball more, and hopeful
ly he will find a shooting touch.

two dozen for softball; it is about
the same for baseball.
I know that baseball and softball can be less exciting than foot
ball, but you don’t have to buy a
ticket and can leave at any time.
The best thing about the fans
that have been showing up for
games, they show up for all of the
games.
There have been some cold
days in the past. I’ve seen parents
wrapped in four blankets. I’ve
seen player’s friends watching
form their cars, honking after a
good defensive stop, or a extra
base hit.
If its a nice day, take a walk
behind the Fieldhouse. Watch the
guys play some tennis, or watch
the ladies play some softball. You
never know what’ll happen. You
might like it, or even learn to
improve you backhand.

the other students safety. Also,
remember that if someone slips
and falls in a university building a
lawsuit is only a phone call away.

Spring season starts
The spring sports season is
under way. Although golf may be
a little difficult to watch without
distracting players, there are base
ball, softball, tennis, and track and
field teams competing also.
There is only one home meet
scheduled for the track team, but
others compete around campus.
The tennis team has six
matches scheduled at Grand
Valley. The softball team has ten
dates where they play at their
home field. The baseball team
plays 14 days in the Grand Rapids
area, about 20 minutes away.
I have seen a couple of fans at
tennis games. I have seen about

Can't get enough madness
With Greg Reed
Sports Junkie

You Gotta Love It.
Upsets, underdogs, buzzerbeaters, dreadlocks, ponytails,
the resurgance of the missing
time out - this year’s NCAA
tournament has it all.
Yeah, yeah, I’m still recov
ering from the Michigan State
loss, but who gives a damn? As
great as this year’s tourney has
been, who cares who wins?
Well, I take that back
because I’d love to see an ACC
team pull it off. That ACC tour
ney was the perfect prelude to
this insane tournament.
In fact, I suffered the first
ever couch potato injury jump
ing off the Big Ten bandwagon
to the ACC’s.
Back to the Big Dance.
Like every year, people rack
their brains trying to pick the
upsets. However, none were
more improbable than Miama of
Ohio sending Arizona packing
after the first round.
And to see sophomore
Devin Davis running around
with dreadlocks and no socks
was a beauty. In fact, if they

hadn’t drawn one of my ACC
teams, Virginia, in the second
round, the Redskins might still
be alive.
And pushing Virginia to
overtime proved (the northern)
Miami was worthy of dancing
with the best of them.
Parity? Yes, but in a good
way. The limited number of
scholarships D-l schools can
offer, combined with an overall
increase in the interest in the
sport has accumulated probably
the most equal field ever this
season, and I love it.
Just look at Sunday’s
action. Georgetown, Memphis
and UCLA won it at the buzzer.
Virginia needed overtime to
advance as did Arkansas to get
by a pesky Syracuse.
And, had the ‘Cuse’s
Lawrence Moten not called a
time out his team dind’t have - a
la Chris Webber - the
Orangemen would have made it
0-4 for last year’s Fianl Four
teams.
All of this insanity has hoop
junkies all over pulling their hair
out and developing ulcers.
Better stack up on the Turns
and the Rogaine, it’s going to get
even crazier.

CinemaTECH
Wed., March 22 at 9 p.m.
One False Move (Action).
Thur., 23rd at 9 p.m.
No Vietnamese Ever Called Me
Nigger (Documentary).
Fri., 24th at 7 p.m.

"AMAZINGLY CLEVER..
AN ACADEMY AWARD
CONTENDER!"
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Not only can we call the Great 8, but the Final Four to boot
With Greg Reed, Scott TUori and
C.D. Burge
S taff Netters

We’re down to a mere sixteen
teams left in this thing, and there
have been enough upsets to make
all of us prognosticators look like
the fools we are. We have gath
ered what’s left of our pride and
came up with an Elite S. We also
managed to throw in a Final Four,
which is in bold, into the mix.
And, with a drum roll, our selec
tions for Player of the Year (at
least you can’t lose with those picks!).
Player «f the year:
Reed - Tie, Jerry Stackhouse

of UNC and Joe Smith of
Maryland - These two sophomore
sensations had absolutely incredi
ble years in BY FAR the toughest
conference in the land. I mean, all
four ACC teams will still be alive
into the Great 8 and there is actu
ally a strong possibility of an allACC Final Four. Sorry, Scott, I
was leaning toward my boys
O’Bannon and Respert, but that
ACC tourney, some of the best
basketball I’ve ever seen, changed

Book Now
For Summer!

Here’s. our Great 8, with the Final Four-to-be teams in bold
Region
Reed
- . Tiiori Burge
West: Maryland, UCLA - Maryland, UCLA - UConn,UCLA
East: UMass, Wake Forest- UMass, Wake - UMass, Wake
S.East:N. Carolina,Kentucky-UNC, Kentucky- UNC,Kentucky
Midwest: Arkansas,Virginia,-Arkansas, UVa - Arkansas, UVa

ton
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nounced Respect) is the man. No
one has more to do with how well
his team’s doing than Heathcote’s
last superstar. People will tend to
hold State’s early-round exit
against him, but that wouldn’t be
very fair. Respert is the best
shooter in the country, and also
has incredible skills in the paint.
He just never needed to use them
this year. Considering how much
he was guarded, his numbers were
awesome.

PICTURE
THIS.
School of Communications Showcase. . . March 27-31,1995
You are invited to the School of Communications during Showcase Week. The following presentations,
demonstrations and performances have been scheduled so far. Check the bulletin board outside the
School of Communications (opposite LSH 136) for more information and updates or call 895-3668
\ l O \ 1) \ V.

London $989
P aris
$335
Frankfurt $339
Madrid
$309
Rome
$365
Sra « onew
OeU*basedma rand+fefutfnst

seniors should get this award.
Greg, tell Jerry to stick around.
Burge - Shawn Respert of
Michigan State - Call me a homer
if you want, but Respert (pro-

my mind.
T\iorl - Ed O’Bannon of
UCLA showed great senior lead
ership. He has just played awe
some this year. Besides, only
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Activity

Student!:

AdvTPub. Rel.
Case Analyses

AdvTPub.Rel.
3-4:15 PM ASH 299
Majors
1 s i ) \ \ , M \ K ( II : 7
1
Photography
6-8 PM
LSH 265
Majors

____

Photography
Senior Thesis
Open House
Film/Video
Screenings
AdvTPub. Rel.
Case Analyses

11

Fdm/Video
Majors
D M
S I) D
AdvTPub. Rel.
M ajors

When

7PM

Where

. LSH 174

\ i \ k ( ii
3-4:15 PM ASH 299

I'lll

R S I ) \ V.

M \ k ( II

To

Activity.

Students

Men.

Dramatic
Scene Presentations
Film/Video
Screenings
Performance
"Dracula,
the Musical"*

Theatre
Majors
Film/Video
Majors
GVSU

1-2:15 PM Armstrong
Theatre
7 PM
LSH 174

Performance
"Dracula,
the Musical"*

' K ID \ ) .
GVSU

8 PM

M \ k ( 11 3 1
8 PM

When

Armstrong
Theatre

Armstrong
Theatre

All week long see the exhibit o f photographs, news stories, short stories, and advertising/public relations campaign books, in the north and
south display cases located on the second floor o f Lake Superior Hall.
__
M o re activities to come. C heck the bulletin b o a rd opposite L SH 136 o r call th e S O C a t 895-3668.
*Free admission for SOC majorsfo r these performances only. See the secretary at the School o f Communications, LSH 121 for voucher.

1*800^COUNCIL
(1 •800*226*8624)

The Lowest Student Fares

PepformaG115 w/PowerPC
The Pow er M acintosh P e rform s 6115
is A p p le ’s m ost affo rd ab le P ow er
M acintosh com puter, delivering
excellent perform ance fo r everything
from writing the g re a t Am erican
novel to designing the next
generation softw are.
PowerPC 601 processor running at
60MHz with math coprocessor
8MB of memory, expandable to 72MB

Includes Macintosh 15-inch
Multiscan Display (with built-in
speakers), keyboard, mouse, and
14.4 fax/modem
Double speed CD-ROM
18 bundled software programs,
including ClarisWorks and Grolier
Encyclopedia.
Built-in ethemet, LocalTalk, video,
stereo sound in & out ports, SCSI,
and two serial ports)

Power Mac 610Q/66D0S w/CO
Includes a fast Pow erPC and 486
66M Hz processor, the 6100/80AV
provides fast perform ance for
graphics, C A u , and m ath/science
applications.
PowerPC 601 processor running at
80MHz with math coprocessor
500MB Hard Drive
16MB of memory, expandable to
72MB
1MB VRAM
Double speed internal CD-ROM for
both Mac and DOS/Windows CDs
16-bit Sound for both Macintosh and
DOS/Windows
Built-in ethemet, LocalTalk, video,
stereo sound in & out ports, SCSI,
and two serial ports)
Includes System 7.5, Windows, and
DOS

Power Macintosh 7100/80AV
R ecently upgraded w ith a fast
80M Hz processor, the 7100/80AV
provides “su pe r fa st” perform ance for
high end graphics, CAD, video, and
m ath/science applications.
PowerPC 601 processor running at
80MHz with math coprocessor
700MB Hard Drive
16MB of memory, expandable to
136MB
2MB VRAM
AV Card included, which provides the
ability to import or export video from
TVs, VCRs, or video cameras.
Three free NuBus slots.
Double speed CD-ROM
Built-in ethemet, LocalTalk, video,
stereo sound in & out ports, SCSI,
and two serial ports)
Compatible with all Apple monitors
(from 14”-20”)

Macintosh Performa 636/CD
N ever has there been a com puter
that com bines the functionality of a
M acintosh, a CD player, and a
television set (with optional card) in
one box. The Perform a 636 is also
upgradable to Pow er M acintosh as
yo ur needs grow. It’s a great
m achine for w ord processing,
graphics, connecting to the internet
(with optional m odem ) and much
more.
66/33-MHz Motorola 68LC040
microprocessor
8 megabytes of RAM
250 megabyte hard drive
8 preinstalled software programs,
including ClarisWorks®
Includes keyboard and mouse
Choice of the 14 or 15-inch displays.
Double speed, internal CD-ROM drive
Built-in speaker, 16-bit CD stereo
sound

207 Manitou Hall
895-2130
Mon. - Thurs. 8:00am - 7:00pm
Friday 8:00am - 4:00pm

C O M PU TER
’"Does not include Monitor

tD o e s

not include Keyboard

J ^ r sday^M ar^h 23,t, 1995
I
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C lassifieds
L( ) S T
Prescription sunglasses lost
Monday 13 March 1995 either
Kirkhof or path to Ausable Hall in
Ausable Hall. White Bows gold on
top of glasses burgundy and tan car
pet like case- $25.00 reward if found
and returned- DESPERATE! 11! Call
455-7391 or 243-9799

H( HJSINC
Two female roommates needed
for Fall semester. Ottawa Creek Apts,
only l 1/4 miles from campus. Nice
clean apartment and atmosphere.
$160.00 per month + 1/4 utilities.
Call Gail at 892-6891.
Looking for 2 females to share
GV Apartment. 140/month + 1/4 util
ities, non-smoking. Ask for Nicole or
Lori at 892-6357.
Six bedroom home for rent. Two
stall garage, appliances, large private
back yard,, available May 1 1995.
Year lease, close to campus. Call
669-8997

2 rooms for rent- share bath,
$150,00 month deposit. No smoking,
no drinking- phone available- private
entrance. Clean, quite room, fur
nished. Call 895-4594
One or Two clean, non-smoking
females needed to rent house with 4
or 5 other girls. 2 Min. from campus,
possibly own room, rent 166.67 to
200,00 per month depending on
occupancy, plus 1/5 or 1/6 of utilities.
Must seel! Call Angie at 892-6395
for more info.
Apartment for rent. Large,
upper, two bedroom. N.W. side- near
1-96. $425/month, heat included. No
smokers or pets. Call 616-793-7696

E m PL( ) Y M E N T

Computer Programmer to take
our company to the Usenet/Intemet
for advertising. Through knowledge
of Gopher, Web, Usenet, E-mail lists,
HTML, Mosaic, and Location of free
software to put it all together.
Flexible hours, $10/hour in our South
Haven Office. (800) 509-9595 ask for
Gary
Cruise Ships Hiring- Travel the

world while earning an excellent
income in the Cruise Ship & Land Tour Industry. Seasonal & full - time
employment available. No exp. nec
essary. For info, call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C56231
Resort Jobs- Earn to $!2/hr +
tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, +
more. Tropical & Mountain destina
tions. Call 1-206-632-0150 ext.
R56233
Earn $500 or more weekly stuff
ing envelopes at home. Send long
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers,
Dept. R38, P.0, Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727
Need baby-sitter part-time in
home and traveling when working
$4.50 an hour references required,
call 457-0593

NEED A FRIEND? If your
pregnant, it’s NOT the end of the
world. At Bethany, we can help turn
your crisis into a plan YOU can live
with. FREE counseling and assis
tance. To explore your options, calll 800-BETHANY (toll - free). We lis
ten!
I need Graduation Tickets
Really*@!?l* BAD. Call 895-6078
Proof reading- typing papers,
resumes, etc.: spelling, grammar cor
rected if necessary. Have my own
computer and printer. Reasonable
negotiable rates. 954-0790, after 2pm
leave message.

Models needed for photo lay
outs. Weekend availability. Long
term. Possible modeling sponsorship.
Send photo along with pertinent
information and phone number to
Studio One 4317 Curwood S.E.
Grand Rapids MI 49508-3505

For S ale
Waterbed- Queen size complete
six under drawer, good condition,
$100 or Best Offer. Call evenings at
534-0482 ask for Steve or Sherry
Car for Sale-1989 Probe LX
excellent condition, loaded system,
scanner, must see, 60,000 miles. Call
daytime 669-0500 or evenings at
243-1755
Macintosh Computer for sale.
Complete system only $499. Call
Chris at 800-289-5685.

Misc.
Happy Birthday Ted Ferris I
Love You! Love, Amy

895-2435

Please help the March of Dimes
by donating your spare change in
canisters located in the lobby shop,
Kliener, and other locations. The
dime drive is sponsored by Alpha
Sigma Tau sorority. Thank you for
your support.

Business M anager

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month.
Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
(206) 545-4155 ext A 5 6 2 3 3
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25 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.
Advertising M anager
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25 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.
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Account M anager

12 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.
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Section Editors

News, Campus Life, Arts & Entertainment and Sports Editors needed.
15 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.

Advertising Representitives

163 FieWhouse

Hey Streaker- Why are you
checking the Classifieds? Are you
afraid I might tell everyone about
your streaking talents???

Needed: EXTRA Graduation
tickets! Please call 667-2606.

25 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.

Grants and Scholarships avail
able for college students. Qualify
immediately. I-800-AID-2-HELP.

GRAND VALLEY
S t a t e U n iv e r s it y
H e a l t h S e r v ic e s

Anyone interested in starting up
an Astrology study group on Campus
call 1-842-4804.

Editor in C h ief

S taff Writers

F ab io sais th an k s for the s h in 
g le s y o u g a v e h im d o w n o n the
V eranda

Typing in my home, resumes,
term papers, letters etc. Contact
Debby at 459-6663.

Applications now being accepted for the 1995/1996 school year

Hey Shingle/Pyle Boy Ft.
Myers was Fabio-lous! Your favorite
new friend, Gomer

Ja m ie

Congratulations Lorie Bailey,
Sara Darnell, Carrie Knofske,
Danielle Llyod, Heather Niemela,
Natasha Scripter, Karen Brooks, and
Meredith Rininger, the newly initiat
ed members of Alpha Sigma Tau, to
the other four, not too much longer!
Tau love, your sisters.

from Pile Boy

$1.00 A Column Inch

5 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour Plus 10% commision on
all Ads the Rep Brings in.
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Photo Editor

15 H ours a W eek at $4.25 an Hour.
Photographers

Wages Vary.
Layout

M ust Know Quark X Press. Needed Sundays, M ondays and Tuesday.
Up to 15 H ours a Week at $4,25 an Hour.

Hour|ffOperation:
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Advertising Design/ Layout

M ust Know Q uark and Freehand. N eeded Sundays, M ondays and Tuesday.
Up to 15 H ours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.
ifl
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Copy Editor

$10 for GVSU s t a | | l | p ^ e ( i on campus
b 15 for GVSU
off campus
$20 for G ^ B i p I p a n d staff
(extra costs need to he! tftfiftrfldd* onal tests or lab \uirki

5 Hours a W eek at $4.25 an Hour.
Secretaries
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Up to 15 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour. Work Study Only.

I

Services: Treat alt tar a t a * Injuries and Mness
iftysfcais
Paps/GYN Exams BMJi Control/ STD screening
Re Shots/TB Tests Ut/Mrey/BCGUx'e also accessible

Applications can be picked up at the Lanthorn office in the lower level o f the Kirkhof
Center, 8am till 5pm, Mon thru Fri. Applications are due to Kate Beatty by Thursday April 7th
at 12pm. Interviews will be scheduled the following week. For more information call the
Lanthom at 895-2460.

